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Speakers!

•  Dr. Avishek Anand 
•  Senior Researcher 
•  L3S Research Center 
•  Hannover, Germany 

•  Dr. Nattiya Kanhabua 
•  Assistant Professor 
•  Aalborg University 
•  Aalborg, Denmark   
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Web Science @ L3S !

•  Computer	Science	and	
interdisciplinary	research	on	all	
aspects	of	the	Web	

–  Internet:	Communica9on	and		
Networks	

–  Informa9on:	Accessing	informa9on		
and	knowledge	on	and	through	the	
Web	

– Community	&	society:	Suppor9ng	
communi9es	and	groups	on	the	
Web,	for	research,	educa9on,	
produc9on	and	entertainment	

Retrieval, Exploration and Analytics for Web 
Archives (ERC Advanced Grant) 

Real-time data processing  
for finance predictions 

CUbRIK: Searching by 
computers and humans 

ForgetIT: Concise 
Preservation via 
Managed Forgetting 

Cross-media analysis 
and interpretation 
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Schedule !

•  9:00	–	10:30	Part	I	(1.5	hour)	
–  Introduc9on	to	Temporal	IR	(20	minutes)	
–  Temporal	Indexing	and	Query	Processing	(35	minutes)	
–  Time-aware	Retrieval	and	Ranking	(35	minutes)	

•  10:30	–	11:00	Coffee	break	

•  11:00	–	12:30	Part	II	(1.5	hour)	
–  Temporal	Query	Analysis	(40	minutes)	
–  Applica9ons	of	Temporal	IR	(40	minutes)	
–  Conclusions	and	Future	Direc9ons	(10	minutes)	
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Additional Resource !

•  Recent	book:	Temporal	Informa-on	Retrieval		
•  Authors:	N.	Kanhabua,	R.	Blanco,	and	K.	Nørvåg	
•  Founda9ons	and	Trends®	in	Informa9on	Retrieval	
•  Volume	9,	Issue	2,	pp	91-208,	2015	
•  Freely	available:	h\ps://goo.gl/DUiw5R	
•  Download	from	the	authors’	home	pages	
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The Opening Line Syndrome !

[ labeled for non-
commercial re-use ] 
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Evidence 1I !

Tremendously 

continuously constantly rapidly 

still 

explosively dramatically 

a…organism ever 

0!

55!

110!

165!

220!

275!

1990-'00! '00-'05! '05-'10! '10-'14!

“The	Web	is	*	growing”	
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Evidence III - Dilbert !

The Web is definitely growing 
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Web Dynamics!

How	does	the	Web	change	and	evolve?	

• 	Change	in	persistent	documents	

• 	Change	in	“real-9me”	content	streams	

• 	Change	in	Web	graphs	

•  	Change	detec9on	useful	is	designing	be\er	crawlers	
•  	Improving	freshness	in	results	

•  	Improving	retrieval	quality	taking	9me	into	account	

•  	Resource	planning	for	the	future	

What	are	its	applica-ons?	
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Research Highlights!

  	Studies	on	dynamics	of	large	scale	Web	crawls		

2004	
Ntoulas	et	al.	

  	Only	20%	web	pages	available	today	will	be	accessible	afer	a	year	

2005	
Kim	et	al.	

  	1.3%	new	pages	are	encountered	at	every	new	crawl	

2009	
Adar	et	al.	

  	Term-level	changes:	Popular	pages	change	frequently	but	not	much		

2013	
Radinsky	
	et	al.	

  	Changes	in	pages	depend	on	related	pages	

2016	
Holzmann		
et	al.	

  	Page	size	doubles	every	four	years,	Web	gets	older	slowly	(2	years	old	in	2020)	
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Web Archives!

2001 2005 

2010 
2016 
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Web Archives – Limited Search !

Only	lookups	allowed,	historical	queries	not	supported	
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Temporal Collections – Versioned Collections!

Evolution of knowledge, foundation for many KBs, used in many 
linking tasks
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Temporal Collections – Non versioned!

Breaking	news	queries	,	event	repositories,	etc.	
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Categorization of Content Change !

•  Implica9on:	
•  Crawling,	Indexing,	Ranking,	Query	Analysis	
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Mo9va9on	

Temporal	Collec9ons	have	great	value	

• Historical	informa9on	needs	
•  Captures	evolu9on	
The	history	NATO	interven8ons	in	the	last	100	years	

2011 

1998 
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Time-Travel Text Search!

1940 1960 .... 1980 2000 1990 2006 .... 2012 

nato intervention @ 1950-1980!

Search workloads interesting and important 

nato intervention @ 1990-2012!
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Time-Travel Text Search!

1950 1960 .... 1980 2000 1990 2006 .... 2012 

nato intervention @ 1950-1980!

Search as a primitive operation 
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Challenges in Indexing !

•  How	do	we	construct	indexes	for	efficient	temporal	search	?	
–  Sub-second	retrieval	
–  Interac9ve	search	
–  Search	as	a	primi9ve	for	post-processing	

•  How	do	we	ensure	a	small	index	footprint	?	
•  How	do	we	maintain	indexes	for	evolving	text	collec9ons	?	

19
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•  Dynamic	content	also	entails	dynamic	interests	of	users	

•  Breaking	news	queries	:	
•  “What	is	the	EU	?”	
•  “Live	updates	from	France	vs	Portugal”	
•  “presiden9al	debate”	

•  Temporally	ambiguous		
•  Prism	

•  These	are	Implicit	intents	with	interest	in	recent	informa9on	or	
recency	

Temporal Issues in Ranking !

20
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Temporal Information Need!

•  Informa9on	needs	that	have	a	temporal	dimension	

•  Queries	that	contain	a	temporal	expression	(e.g.,	in	1998)	
–  indicate	an	underlying	temporal	informa9on	need	
–  account	for	1.5%	of	general	web	queries	
–  are	more	common	for	specific	domains	(e.g.,	news	or	sports)	
and/or	specific	user	groups	(e.g.,	historians	or	journalists)	

•  But:	Not	well-supported	by	exis9ng	retrieval	models	

FIFA	World	Cup	tournaments	of	the	1990’s	
Movies	that	won	an	Academy	Award	in	2007	

Crusades	of	the	12th	century	
London	Summer	Olympics	2012	

21
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Categorization of Web Search Queries !

http://www.google.com/insights/search

•  Implica9ons:	
–  Query	analysis	and	ranking	

22
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Historical Information Need!

•  Search	on	temporal	collec9ons,	ranking	documents	at	different	9me	
points	

•  Example	topics	
–  Evolu-on	of	the	underground	Art	movement	in	London	
–  History	of	Donald	Trump	

•  Star9ng	point	for	further	explora9on	
•  Needs	a	broad	overview	of	the	topic	in	the	topical	and	temporal	

dimension	
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•  How	do	we	modify	result	ranking	to	reflect	emerging	user	interests?	

•  How	do	we	incorporate	temporal	query	intents?	
•  Interest	in	freshness	and	recent	results	
•  Temporal	intents	
•  Historical	intents		

Challenges in Ranking !

Adaptive Learning to Rank Entity for Timeline
Summarization of High-impact News Events

ABSTRACT
Long-running, high-impact events such as the Boston Marathon
bombing often develop through many stages and involve
a large number of entities in the unfolding of the events.
Timeline summarization of an event by key sentences eases
story digestion, but does not distinguish between what a
user remembers and what she might want to re-check. In
this work, we present a novel approach for timeline summa-
rization of high-impact events, which uses entities instead
of sentences for summarizing the event at each individual
point in time. Such entity summaries can serve as both
(1) important memory cues in a retrospective event consid-
eration and (2) pointers for personalized event exploration.
In order to automatically create such summaries, it is cru-
cial to identify the ”right” entities for inclusion. We propose
to learn a ranking function for entities, with a dynamically
adapted trade-o↵ between the in-document salience of en-
tities and the informativeness of entities across documents,
i.e., the level of new information associated with an entity for
a time point under consideration. Furthermore, for captur-
ing collective attention for an entity we use a innovative soft
labeling approach based on Wikipedia. Our experiments on
a real large news datasets confirms the e↵ectiveness of the
proposed methods.

1. INTRODUCTION
High-impact, real-world events often unfold in an unex-

pected way, dynamically involving a variety of entities. This
is especially true for long-running events when full informa-
tion about the event and its development becomes available
only in the course of days after the happening as in the
case of a recent Germanwings airplane crash. In this paper,
we study event timeline summarization and present a novel
method which shows key entities at di↵erent time points of
an event thus capturing this dynamic event unfolding. In
contrast to other work in event summarization [35, 24], our
entity timelines use entities instead of sentences as main
units of summarization as depicted in the example timeline

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for

personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not

made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear

this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components

of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with

credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to

redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request

permissions from permissions@acm.org.

Copyright 20XX ACM X-XXXXX-XX-X/XX/XX ...$15.00.

Germanwings 
Flight 9525 
crashed into the Alp 

Digne-les-Bain 
“accident site spread 
across 5 acres ..”, “is 
horrible” 

Germanwings 
several Germanwings 
flight cancelled after 
crew refused to fly 

Germanwings 
Flight 9525 
“detailed of victims in the 
crash of GF 4U9525 … 

Joseph-König-
Gymnasium 
“classes cancelled at JKG 
after 16 students 
confirmed to have died 

Francois Hollande 
President FH: “a tragedy 
on our soil” ….. report 
from President Francois 
Hollande conflicts with…. 

Andreas Lubitz 
“blackbox data 
analysis confirmed 
co-pilot Andreas 
Lubitz deliberately… 

Carsten Spohr 
Lufthansa CEO 
stunned that co-pilot 
crashed …. gives a 
speech about …. 

Joseph-König-
Gymnasium 
A moment of silence 
is held Thursday at 
JKG 

24 March 25 March 26 March 

Figure 1: Entity Timeline for the 2015 Germanwings
plane crash event.

for the 2015 Germanwings plane crash in Figure 1. Such
summaries can be easily digested and used both as starting
points for personalized exploration of event details and for
retrospective event revisiting. The latter can be triggered
by the occurrence of a new similar event or by a new twist
in the original event story as in the case of the testimonial
of Francesco Schettino in the Costa Concordia trial in late
2014, which may trigger a revisiting of the Costa Concordia
Disaster in 2012.
From a cognitive perspective, for event revisiting, we rather

create ”memory cues” to support remembering the unfolded
events than summaries for rehearsing the details. In fact,
memory cues can be regarded as ”a circumstance or piece of
information which aids the memory in retrieving details not
re-called spontaneously” (Oxford online dictionary, 2015).
In this sense, our work is related to the idea of designing
or creating memory cues for real-life remembering [30]. En-
tities such as persons and locations have been identified as
very e↵ective external memory cues [3]. In addition, the im-
portance of entities in event summarization has also been
shown in recent work [25].
For creating an entity timeline, the entities to be used

in the summary have to be chosen carefully. They should
1) be characteristic for a respective time point of the event,
2) not be repetitive (if nothing new happened with respect
to the entities), 3) be associated to relevant event informa-
tion, and 4) be interesting to the reader. For this purpose,
we propose an approach to entity summarization, which dy-
namically combines entity salience with the informativeness
of entities at a considered point in time. Entity salience,
on the one hand, considers the property of being in the fo-
cus of attention in a document has been studied in previous
work [6, 13, 11]. In [6], Boguraev and Kennedy use salient
text phrases for the creation of so-called capsule overviews,
whereas recently methods for the identification of salient

24
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Challenges in Query Modelling !

Figure 3: (Top) The auto-completion candidates
ranked by Google on 13th February 2012, a day be-
fore Valentine’s. (Bottom) The query frequencies
for valentines day vs. verizon wireless since 2004.

(Section 3.1), and demonstrate how these models can be
learnt from query logs to do better QAC ranking (Section
3.2).

3.1 Time-Series Analysis & Forecast
A time-series consists of a sequence of data points in suc-

cessive time order and with uniform intervals. Hence, an-
nual salaries, the daily rate of CO2 emissions and any other
sequence of numbers collected at uniform intervals can be
represented by a time-series. In practice, time-series analy-
sis is often used to model the temporal changes in data and
to forecast future trends.

At any given time, the Exponential smoothing methods
[19] apply a weighted average over the frequencies of pre-
vious data points to forecast the upcoming trends. In the
simplest form — also known as Single exponential smoothing
— the time-series is smoothed as follows,

ȳt = λyt + (1− λ)ȳt−1 (3)

where yt and ȳt respectively denote the actual and smoothed
values for the data at time t, and λ is the smoothing param-
eter ranging between 0 and 1. The recursive equation above
can be also used to provide the forecast for the next interval
(ŷt+1). That is,

ŷt+1 = ȳt (4)

While single exponential smoothing may produce reasonable
forecasts for stationary time-series, it performs poorly in the
presence of a trend in time-series. To remedy this problem,
Double exponential smoothing methods extend the previous
model by introducing a trend variable Ft,

ȳt = λ1yt + (1− λ1)(ȳt−1 + Ft−1) (5)

Ft = λ2(ȳt − ȳt−1) + (1− λ2)Ft−1 (6)

Here, parameter Ft models the linear trend of time-series
at time t, while λ1 and λ2 are smoothing parameters. As
in previous equations, yt and ȳt represent the actual and

Figure 4: The black line shows monthly frequency
values for query spring flowers between Sep’06–
Jun’11. The green curve depicts the predicted val-
ues for the next 24 months (Jul’11–Jun’13) based on
triple exponential smoothing. Data from bing.com.

smoothed values at time t. The forecast for the next interval
based on double exponential smoothing can be obtained by:

ŷt+1 = ȳt + Ft (7)

That is, the value of the next data point at time t + 1 is
predicted by linear combination of the smoothed value at
time t and the latest trend parameter Ft. Hence, a negative
Ft sets a smaller predicted value for the next time interval
(t+ 1), compared to the most recently observed value yt.

Double exponential smoothing does not capture the fre-
quency variations due to potential seasonality (periodicity)
in the data. Triple exponential smoothing generalizes the
previous techniques by explicitly modeling the seasonality.
The updated model — also known as HoltWinters smooth-
ing — is often expressed as:

ȳt = λ1(yt − St−τ ) + (1− λ1)(ȳt−1 + Ft−1) (8)

Ft = λ2(ȳt − ȳt−1) + (1− λ2)Ft−1 (9)

St = λ3(yt − ȳt) + (1− λ3)St−τ (10)

λ1 + λ2 + λ3 = 1 (11)

where St captures the seasonality of data at time t, and
τ specifies the length of periodic cycle (e.g. 12 for annual
cycles when the data points represent monthly frequencies).
The smoothing parameters λ1, λ2, and λ3 vary between 0
and 1 and can be optimized using standard techniques such
as maximum likelihood. The forecast for the value of the
time-series at the next interval is given by:

ŷt+1 = (ȳt + Ft)St+1−τ (12)

Figure 4 illustrates an example of applying triple exponen-
tial smoothing for forecasting future trends. The underlying
data comprises of monthly frequency values for query spring
flowers sampled from logs of bing.com between September
2006 and June 2011. The green curve shows the forecast for
July 2011 – June 2013 (τ = 12).

3.2 Parameter Estimation and Forecasting
In this work we utilize a hill-climbing optimization tech-

nique called limited-memory BFGS (L-BFGS), which is a
limited memory variation of the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-
Shanno (BFGS). The technique estimated the direction by

604

•  How	do	we	incorporate	temporal	cues	for	…	
•  Query	sugges9ons	
•  Auto-comple9ons	
•  Expansions	for	be\er	retrieval	

25
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Other Issues in Temporal IR!

•  How	do	you	extract	temporal	informa9on?	
–  Determining	document	crea9on	9me	–	document	da9ng	
–  Es9ma9ng	document	focus	9me	

•  En9ty	and	event	evolu9on	detec9on	
–  En9ty	and	event	based	ranking	
–  Name	evolu9ons	

•  Temporal	clustering	and	mining	

•  Crawling	and	Caching	

26
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Additional Resource !

•  Book:	Temporal	Informa-on	Retrieval		
•  Authors:	N.	Kanhabua,	R.	Blanco,	and	K.	Nørvåg	
•  Founda9ons	and	Trends®	in	Informa9on	Retrieval	
•  Volume	9,	Issue	2,	pp	91-208,	2015	
•  Freely	available:	h\ps://goo.gl/DUiw5R	
•  Download	from	the	authors’	home	pages	
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•  Workshops
•  Temporal Web Analytics Workshop (TempWeb) 
•  Temporal, Social, Spatially-aware Information Access (TAIA)

•  Co-located with major conferences, such as, SIGIR and  WWW

•  Competitions and Challenges
•  NTCIR Temporalia: Temporal Diversification, Query Classification
•  TREC Temporal Summarization
•  WebScience’2016 Hackathon: L3S Research Center and the 

Internet Archive
•  ArchivesUnleashed Hackathons  

Related Community Efforts!

28
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Temporal	Indexing	

29
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•  Temporal	Collec-on	–	Web	archive	pages,	news	archives,	
Wikipedia	versions,	emails,	etc.	

•  Temporal	Query	–	Interested	in	a	9me	point	or	interval	in	the	past	
•  Results	–	Documents/versions	sa9sfying	constraints	in	the	query	

Temporal Indexing Setup!

1950 1960 .... 1980 2000 1990 2006 .... 2012 

nato intervention @ 1950-1980!

30
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Collection Model!

•  Discrete	no9on	of	9me	(i.e.,	integers	as	9mestamps)	
•  Special	9mestamp	now	always	points	to	the	current	9me	
•  Document	d	is	a	sequence	of	9me-stamped	versions	

		

•  Document	dele9on	results	in	tombstone	version	⊥
•  Valid-9me	interval	of	document	version	dti	

•  State	of	the	document	collec9on	D	during	9me	interval	

31
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Data and Query Model!

temporal distribution

Discrete	no9on	of	9me	

Data	Model:	Each	document	is	associated	with	a	valid	9me	interval	

Query	Model:		Queries	are	associated	with	a	9me	interval	[tb,	te]	

Point	in	9me	queries:		when	begin	9me	=	end	9me	

Time	interval	queries	

(d5,  [t5, t7))

(d1,  [t1, t9))

(d2,  [t2, t8))

(d3,  [t3, t6))

(d4,  [t4, t6))

query interval 
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Problem Statement !

•  Given	a	versioned	collec9on	of	documents	with	valid	
9me	intervals	

•  Time-travel	text	queries	

•  We	want	to	retrieve	documents	containing	terms	
“nato”	,“interven9on”	and	valid	between	2001	-	2004		

nato intervention @ 2001 - 2004 

How do we efficiently retrieve these 
documents ?

33
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Naiive Solution – Enriched Inverted Index !

intervention

Lexicon

(d5,  [t5, t7))

(d1,  [t1, t9))

(d2,  [t2, t8))

(d3,  [t3, t6))

(d4,  [t4, t6))

•  Inverted	index	processes	keyword	
queries	

•  Intersec9on	of	pos9ng	lists	for	
processing	queries	

•  Versions	have	valid	9me	intervals	

•  Augment	pos9ngs	with	valid	9me	
intervals	

•  Post	filtering	afer	standard	query	
processing	

overlaps

overlaps

overlaps

no overlap

no overlap

nato

d5

d1

d2

d3

d4

d1

d4

d8

d1

d2
d3

d4
d5

timet1 t9
1 1
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Challenges in Indexing Time !

•  We would want to avoid 
unwanted or wasted access to 
posting lists

•  Typically only access those 
postings that are relevant or a 
few more (bounded loss)

•  Dealing with time points easy, 
akin to range queries (sorting 
acc to begin time and range 
search)

(d5,  [t5, t7))

(d1,  [t1, t9))

(d2,  [t2, t8))

(d3,  [t3, t6))

(d4,  [t4, t6))

..

..

..

posting lists long 

query interval 

d1	
d2	

d3	
d4	

d5	
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Major Research Directions!

•  Index	Par99oning		
–  Can	we	par99on	the	indexing	for	faster	temporal	querying	?	
–  What	types	of	query	processing	and	op9miza9ons	can	we	expect	?	
–  How	do	we	maintain	indexes	in	case	of	incremental	updates	?	

•  Index	Compression	
–  How	does	one	exploit	redundancy	to	reduce	index	size	?	
–  Lossless	vs	Lossy	compression	
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Time-Travel Index!

• Ver9cally	Par99on	the	temporal	
space	and	each	par99on		

• Now	mul9ple	pos9ng	lists	per	
term,	each	with	a	valid	9me	
interval	

•  Limits	index	access,	introduces	
replica9on	

[Berberich et al., SIGIR 2007]

•  Pos9ng	payloads	arbitrary	(e.g.,	scalar	or	posi9onal)	
•  Pos9ng-list	order	arbitrary	but	consistent	for	the	whole	index	
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Vertical Partitioning - Query Processing !

•  Dic9onary	or	Lexicon	should	contain	par99oning	informa9on	

•  For	each	temporal	query,	select	a	subset	of	affected	par99ons	and	only	
read	them	

•  Filter	pos9ngs	which	do	not	overlap	with	query	9me	interval	

time interval query

“hannover”

term partition offset

hannover	 [t1	-	t5)	 12646	

hannover	 [t5	-	t7)	 12673	

hannover	 [t7	-	t25)	 13446	

hannover	 [t25	-	t43)	 15324	
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Vertical Partitioning – Replication and Blowup !

•  Replica9on	of	pos9ngs	of	versions	with	long	intervals	
•  Overall	pos9ngs	associated	with	a	term	increases	introducing	index	

blowup	

time interval query

“hannover”

term partition offset

hannover	 [t1	-	t5)	 12646	

hannover	 [t5	-	t7)	 12673	

hannover	 [t7	-	t25)	 13446	

hannover	 [t25	-	t43)	 15324	
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Partitioning Strategies!

8me	do
cu
m
en
t	

d2	

d1	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	

6	 7	 8	 9	 10	

t0	 t1	 t2	 t3	 t4	 t5	 t6	 t7	
t	

•  Space	Op-mal	(SOpt)	
•  keeps	one	pos9ng	list	Lv	per	term	v	
•  consumes	minimal	space		

but	achieves	only	bad	query-processing	performance	
•  Performance	Op-mal	(POpt)	

•  keeps	one	pos9ng	list	Lv:[	ti,	ti+1	)	for	each	elementary	9me	
interval	

•  achieves	op9mal	performance	for	9me-point	queries		
but	consumes	a	lot	of	space	(in	the	worst	case	O(	|Lv|2	))		
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Partitioning Strategies!

•  Given	an	input	sequence	of	intervals	how	do	we	par99on	them	into	
sublists?	

•  Space	Bound	Materializa9on	Approach	:	We	have	a	limited	budget	for	
space,	need	to	maximize	our	performance	

•  Performance	Guarantee	Approach:	For	any	query	we	need	a	guarantee	
on	the	performance	loss,	need	to	minimize	blowup	

Trade-off size and performance

[Berberich et al., SIGIR 2007]
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Space Bound Approach!

• Minimize	expected	number	of	pos9ngs	read	for	a	9me-point	query,	
while	ensuring	that	the	index	contains	at	most	κ	9mes	the	op9mal	
number	of	pos9ngs	

•  Op9mal	solu9on	computable	in	O(	|S|	×	n2	)	9me	and	O(	|S|	×	n	)	space	
using	dynamic	programming	over	prefix	subproblems	[	t2,	tk	)	and	space	
bounds	s	≤	κ·	|Lv|	

Space budget = 1/3 . (optimal number of postings)
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Performance Guarantee !

• Minimize	total	number	of	pos9ngs	kept	in	the	index,	while	
guaranteeing	that	for	any	9me-point	query	the	number	of	pos9ngs	read	
is	at	most	a	factor	γ	worse	than	op9mal	

•  Op9mal	solu9on	computable	in	9me	O(	|Lv|	+	n2	)	and	space	O(	n2	)	
using	dynamic	programming	over	prefix	subproblems	[	t2,	tk	)	

performance guarantee = γ (times the number of optimal results at that time)

43
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Limitations of Vertical Partitioning !

Relevant postings = 3 
Postings read : 3

short time interval query

Relevant postings = 7
 Postings read : 2 + 4 + 4 + 3 = 13 

long time interval query

p1 p3p2 p4 p6p5

Can we partition a posting list without replicating postings?

•  Index size blowup due to replication of postings across slices

•  Query processing inefficient if replicated postings are accessed multiple 
times
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Index Sharding !

•  Par99on	documents	in	each	pos9ng	
list	into	sublists	called	shards	

•  Contents	of	each	shard	disjoint	-	no	
replica9on,	no	index	blowup	

•  Pos9ngs	stored	in	begin	9me	order	

•  Access	structure	over	each	shard	for	
efficient	query	processing	

e1

e2
e3

e4
e5

e2

e1

e3
e4

e5

Slicing

Sharding
time

time

doc.
id

doc.
id

[Anand et al., SIGIR 2011]
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Index Sharding - Impact Lists!

•  Open - Each shard of a query term opened 
for access 

•  Skip - Given a query begin time seek to 
appropriate offset

•  Scan - Read while postings still have overlap 
with query time interval

seek to shard 
offset for tb

read until begin 
time  < te

Impact list !

1 2 4
t1 t12 t52 t100 t115 t150

1

2

3

4

5

5
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Index Sharding !

•  All	shards	for	a	given	query	term	are	accessed	

•  Open-skip-scan	on	each	shard	assisted	by	impact	lists	

•  Result	list	constructed	by	merging	results	from	each	shard	

beijing  olympics @ [8 Aug 2008,  24 Aug 2008] !

Beijing Olympics
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Index Sharding - Staircase Property!

– Wasted	reads	are	processed	but	
do	not	overlap	with	the	query	
9me	interval		

–  Staircase	property	in	a	shard	
•  Intervals	arranged	in	begin	

9me	order	

•  No	interval	completely	
subsumes	another	interval		

–  Eliminates	wasted	reads	

wasted read
wasted read

query begin time

wasted reads due to subsumption

staircase property

[Anand et al., SIGIR 2011]
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Index Sharding - Idealized Sharding !

•  Staircase	property	eliminates	sequen9al	accesses	of	pos9ngs	non-
overlapping	with	query	9me	interval	

•  Minimizing	number	of	shards	is	essen9al	in	minimizing	number	of	
random	accesses	

•  Input	:	Set	of	pos9ngs/intervals	corresponding	to	a	pos9ngs	list	
•  Problem	Statement	:	Minimize	the	number	of	shards	where	each	

shard	exhibits	the	staircase	property	

Greedy Algorithm exists which is proven to be optimal
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Index Sharding - Challenges!

Idealized Sharding

•  Random	accesses	(RA)	are	typically	much	more	expensive	than	
sequen9al	accesses	(SA)	

•  Allow	wasted	reads	to	balance	SA	and	RA	
•  Ensure	that	index	is	easily	updatable	

More shards the more the random accesses to disk

Relaxing the Sharding
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Incremental Sharding !

•  Algorithm	assigns	incoming	pos9ng	to	a	shard	

•  Pos9ng	inserted	into	shard	buffer	maintaining	begin	9me	order	

•  Top	pos9ng	popped	and	appended	to	the	shard	end	

t1

t2

t3

t4

nowtime now

shard 1

shard 2

shard 3

[Anand et al., SIGIR 2012]
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Index Sizes!

–  No	index	size	blowup	
in	sharded	index	

–  Impact	lists	rela9vely	
small	(1-7%	of	total	
index	size)	

–  Temporal	coalescing	
possible	on	sharded	
lists	

sharded index vertically  
partitioned 

Dataset: Wikipedia 
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Query Processing !

•  Day granularity queries 

•  62% improvement over IS 

•  Outperforms CAS-inf 

•  22.2% improvement over 
best VERT for year 
granularity queries 

Dataset: Wikipedia 
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Index Maintenance !

•  Month	based	par9al	indexes	

•  Immediate	merge	employed	

•  INC	outperforms	CAS	by	4x	in	
UKGOV	and	10x	in	WIKI	

•  CAS	and	INC	are	comparable	in	
query	processing	performance	

Dataset: Wikipedia 
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Versions Are Similar!

•  There	is	a	high	overlap	between	versions!	

Snapshot@ 
May 15 

Snapshot@  
June 15 

Snapshot@ 
July 15 
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Versioned Collections – Data Characteristics!

•  Most	changes	are	small	
•  More	than	50%	changes	between	two	consecu9ve	versions	are	
less	than		5	terms.	

•  Term	changes	are	bursty	
•  Terms	just	appeared	are	likely	to	disappear	again	shortly	

•  Change	size	is	bursty	
•  Less	than	10%	versions	makes	up	more	than	50%	and	70%	
changes	in	wiki	and	Ireland	

•  Terms	are	dependent	
•  48.8%	terms	disappear	together	if	they	come	together	
•  30.5%	terms	disappear	together	otherwise	
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Temporal Coalescing !

•  Scalar	payloads	represent,	e.g.,	term-frequency		
informa9on	as	needed	for	9me-travel	keyword	queries	

•  Observa-on:	Changes	between	document	versions			
•  are	ofen	minor	(e.g.,	corrected	typos)	
•  have	li\le	effect	on	scalar	payloads	(e.g.,	41	vs.	42	x	dog)	
•  and	thus	li\le	impact	on	query	results	

•  Idea:	Coalesce	sequences	of	pos9ngs	that	belong	to	the	same	
document	and	have	almost-iden9cal	scores	

8me	sc
or
e	

non-coalesced	 coalesced	

d1, [3,7), 4.5 

[Berberich et al., SIGIR 2007] 
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An Alternative Perspective !

•  Focus	on	the	index	size	
	Approaches	up	to	now	consider	each	version	of	a	document	
separately:	no	special	a\en9on	on	the	overlap	between	versions	

•  Key	ideas	
•  Small	integers	can	be	represented	with	smaller	codes	
•  Doc	ids	are	not	so	small:	instead,	compress	the	gaps	between	the	
ids	

•  Term	frequencies	are	already	small	
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Indexing Versions!

•  Assume	validity-intervals	are	stored	separately	à	Time-constraints	
@	post-processing	

•  Versions	of	di	are	represented	as	di,j		

t0 t1 t2 t3 ∞ 

tf(v)=1 tf(v)=0 tf(v)=2 tf(v)=2 

v <d1, 1, t0, t1> <d1, 2, t2, t3> <d1, 2, t3, ∞> 

v <d1,1, 1> <d1,2, 2> <d1,3, 2> 

How can we reduce the storage space for such a representation?
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Exploit Redundancy between Versions!

•  Naive	idea	(ID	re-assignment):	
•  Assign	consecu9ve	doc	IDs	to	consecu9ve	versions	of	the	same	
document	

•  Allows	small	d-gaps	for	overlapping	terms	among	the	versions	

<d1000, 1> <d3000, 2> <d6000, 2> 

<d1, 1> <d2, 2> <d3, 2> 

d1: www.sigir.org, [May 15, June 15] 
d2: www.sigir.org, [June 15, July 15] 
d3: www.sigir.org, [July 15,  Aug 15] 

sigir Random ids 

Consecutive ids sigir 

[He et al., CIKM 2009] 
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MSA and Diff Approaches!

•  Mul-ple	Segment	Alignment	[Herscovici	et	al.,	ECIR’07]				

•  Given	d	with	some	versions,	a	virtual	document	Vi,j	is	all	terms	
occuring	in	(only)	versions	i	through	j		

•  Reduces	the	number	of	pos9ngs	but	increases	the	document	
space!	(theore9cally,	up	to	N2	virtual	documents!)	

•  DIFF	approach	[Anick	et	al.,	SIGIR’92]	
•  For	every	pair	of	consecu9ve	versions	di	and	di+1;	create	a	virtual	
document	that	is	the	symmetric	difference	between	these	
versions.	
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Two level Index!

•  Two-level	Indexes		
•  Top	level	index	the	union	of	all	versions	
•  Lower	level	using	bit	vectors.			

•  The	length	of	each	bit	vector	is	the	number	of	versions	in	the	
document.	

•  For	bit	vector	of	term	t,	if	t	appears	in	ith	version,	the	ith	posi9on	
of	bitmap	is	set	to	1	otherwise,	it	is	set	to	0		

10,  30, 34 … 	

0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 
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Two-level indexing !

•  In	actual	implementa9on,	group	blocks	of	doc	ids	and	bitvectors	of	
versions	

•  Bitvectors	best	compressed	by	hierarchical	Huffman	coding	!	

sigir <d1, 1> <d2, 2> <d3, 2> 

<d>  1  1 1 0 0/1: First three versions include “russir” 

<d>  1 2 2 0 TFs: Actual term frequencies 

sigir 

sigir 
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Two-level indexing: HUFF !

•  Query	Processing:		
•  Decompress	bit	vectors	of	documents	that	are	in	the	intersec-on	
of	query	terms	

sigir <d1> 1 2 2  0 <d2> 1 1 2  0 <d4> 1 0 1  0 

tutorial <d3> 1 2 2  1 <d4> 1 2 2  0 <d5> 1 3 2  1 

Final result: d4,1 and d4,3 
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Performance !

•  Two	index	compression	schemes	
–  Interpola9ve	coding	(IPC)	
–  PForDelta	with	op9miza9ons	(PFD)	

•  Datasets:	Wiki,	Ireland	

Wikipedia Ireland 
Random-IPC       4,957         2,908 
Random-PFD      5,499         3,289 

Index sizes for doc ids 

Query processing times (in-memory): Sorted is the best!  
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Two level indexing !

•  Same	idea	can	be	applied	to	MSA	and	DIFF	
–  For	virtual	documents,	create	bitvectors	as	before	
–  Compress	first	level	IPC,	second	level	PFD	

•  Even	be\er	compression	performance	

Index sizes for doc ids 

HUFF                                         213         577 
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Temporal	Retrieval	Models	

67
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Major Research Directions!

•  Retrieval	models	for	temporal	search	
–  Temporal	informa9on	needs	
–  Language	models	for	temporal	informa9on	needs	
–  Explicit,	precision	oriented	

•  Recency	based	retrieval	models	recency	in	queries	
–  Balancing	relevance	and	recency	
–  Implicit,	precision	oriented	

•  Retrieval	models	for	diversity	
–  Only	temporal	diversity	
–  Aspect	temporal	diversity		
–  Recall	oriented,	specialized	users	
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Temporal Information Need!

•  Exis9ng	retrieval	models	don’t	perform	well	for		
informa9on	needs	that	have	a	temporal	dimension	
	
	

•  Idea:	Leverage	temporal	expressions		
(e.g.,	in	1998)	contained	in	documents	and	queries	

•  Challenges:	Meaning	of	temporal	expressions	
uncertain,	not	clear	how	to	seamlessly	integrate	
them	into	a	retrieval	model	

fifa	world	cup		
1990’s	

In	the	last	decade	the	FIFA	World	Cup	
was	won	by	Germany	(in	1990),	Brazil	
(in	1994),	and	France	(in	1998).	
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Temporal Information Need!

•  Informa9on	needs	that	have	a	temporal	dimension	

•  Queries	that	contain	a	temporal	expression	(e.g.,	in	1998)	
–  indicate	an	underlying	temporal	informa9on	need	
– account	for	1.5%	of	general	web	queries	
– are	more	common	for	specific	domains	(e.g.,	News	or	
Sports)	and/or	specific	user	groups	(e.g.,	historians	or	
journalists)	

•  But:	Not	well-supported	by	exis9ng	retrieval	models	

FIFA	World	Cup	tournaments	of	the	1990’s	
Movies	that	won	an	Academy	Award	in	2007	

Crusades	of	the	12th	century	
London	Summer	Olympics	2012	
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Temporal Expressions!

•  Temporal	expressions	can	be	categorized	as:	
–  Explicit	(e.g.,	July	19th	2010	or	September	1872)	
–  Implicit	(e.g,	Christmas	2009	or	New	Year’s	Eve	2000)	
–  Rela-ve	(e.g.,	yesterday	or	last	month)	

•  Meaning	of	a	temporal	expression	is	ofen	uncertain,	e.g.,	

•  Document	and	Query	Model:	Dis9nc9on	between	the	textual	part	and	
the	temporal	part	of	documents	and	queries	
•  dtext	and	qtext	are	bags	of	textual	terms	
•  d-me	and	q-me		are	bags	of	temporal	expressions	
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Temporal Expression Model!

•  We	model	a	temporal	expression	as	a	four-tuple	
	
	
that	records	the	earliest/latest	begin/end	of	any	9me	interval	[b,	e]	that	T	
may	refer	to	

•  The	temporal	expression	in	1998,	e.g.,	is	represented	as		
(1998/01/01,	1998/12/31,	1998/01/01,	1998/12/31)	

’99	

’98	 ’99	
b	

e	

(a)	[1998/01/01,	1998/12/31]	a	
(b)	[1998/07/12,	1998/07/12]	b	
(c)	[1998/02/07,	1998/02/22]	c	

[Berberich et al., ECIR 2010] 
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Language Models in Information Retrieval!

•  Probabilis9c	genera9ve	model	es9mated	for	each	document	
•  Query-likelihood	approaches	rank	documents	based	on	their	

probability	of	genera9ng	a	given	query	

•  Unigram	language	model	es9mates	probability	of	genera9ng	query	q	
from	document	d	as	

		
•  Jelinek-Mercer	smoothing	es9mates	the	probability	P(v|d)		

of	genera9ng	the	term	v	from	document	d	as	
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Language Model Framework !

•  Query-likelihood	approach	assuming	that	the	textual	and	temporal	
query	part	are	generated	independently	

		
•  Independent	genera9on	of	query	temporal	expressions	

		
•  Two-step	genera9on	of	temporal	expression	Q	

(1)	Draw	a	temporal	expression	T	at	uniform	random	

	
(2)	Generate	Q	from	T	
	

[Berberich et al., ECIR 2010] 
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Uncertainty-Aware LM!

•  Intui9vely,	P(Q|T)	reflects	the	probability	that	the	user	issuing	the	
query	and	the	author	wri9ng	the	document	have	the	same	9me	
interval	in	mind	
	

•  The	defini9on	of	P(Q|T)	can	be	simplified	as	
	
	
	
trea9ng	Q	and	T	as	sets	of	9me	intervals	
	

•  |T|,	|Q|,	and	|T	∩	Q|	efficiently	computable	based	on	the	four-tuple	
representa9on,	i.e.,	no	need	to	enumerate	the	huge	but	finite	number	
of	9me	intervals	in	Q	and	T	

[Berberich et al., ECIR 2010] 
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Retrieval Effectiveness!

0.37	 0.38	0.32	 0.33	

0.51	 0.49	

0.0	
0.1	
0.2	
0.3	
0.4	
0.5	
0.6	

P@10	 nDCG@10	

LM	 LMT	 LMTU	
New	York	Times	

•  Queries	and	binary	relevance	assessments	collected	using	the	crowdsourcing	
pla�orm	Amazon	Mechanical	Turk	

•  Query	workload	consists	of	40	queries,	e.g.:		
boston	red	sox	[october	27,	2004],	pink	floyd	[march	1973],	
wright	brothers	[1905],	siemens	[19th	century],	babe	ruth	[1921]		
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Recency Aware Ranking !

•  Freshness	of	documents	could	be	u9lised	for	improving	ranking		

•  How	do	we	include	freshness	?	

•  Querying	9me	or	hi�ng	9me	:	Time	when	
the	query	was	issued	

•  Recently	published	documents	are	more	
relevant	that	older	documents	

•  Exponen9al	decay	to	model	old	documents	

publication 
times 

now 

pub. time 

freshness param. 

[Li and Croft, CIKM 2003]
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Timeliness!

•  Equal	decay	to	all	queries	

•  Some	queries	are	more	9mely	than	others	

•  “hairstyle	fashion	trends”,	“olympics”,	“house	of	cards”	

•  Es9mate	different	parameters	for	different	queries	from	user	
assessments	

[Efron and Golovchinsky, SIGIR 2011]
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Recency Classification!

•  Not	all	queries	are	recency	sensi9ve	
•  Classifica9on	of	recency	sensi9ve	queries	

–  Buzziness	of	queries:	present	popularity	vs	past	background	
reference	model	of	popularity	

–  Affinity	LM	at	different	granulari9es	
•  LM-day	
•  LM-Week	
•  LM-Month	
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Figure 1: Page distribution with different ages at different recency demotion levels.
from overall relevance so that recency and non-recency relevance
can be analyzed separately during learning.

A potential problem of the recency-demotion grading method is
that shallow demotion and deep demotion may not demote time-
sensitive documents to the most appropriate extent. It is possible
that the recency demotion may be biased in the overall relevance
judgement, i.e., the recency demotion can be either too aggressive
for some cases or too conservative for some other cases. We carried
out some heuristic studies and found that this judgement guide-
line is appropriate for most cases. Furthermore, such a recency
guideline by one-grade or two-grade demotion is the most straight-
forward for human editors, whose judging needs to be efficient and
can be somewhat error-prone.

The recency-sensitivity of a url means the page has a specific
time aspect to it, which is related to news, recurrent events, blogs,
buzz queries, etc; otherwise, it is a non-recency-sensitive page.
Based on editorial judgements, 5,649 out of 16,327 pages, approx-
imately 34.6%, are labeled as recency-sensitive pages. We further
ask editors to label each recency-sensitive page with its ground-
truth timestamp, which should be the date that the main content
is created or published for each page. There are 1,888 recency-
sensitive pages for which the editors can provide reliable dates.

Page age is an objective measurement of recency (which can
computed using labeled date), while recency demotion is a sub-
jective judgement by a human about recency. After conducting
this editorial study, we found the following results. In the 1,888
recency-sensitive pages with labeled dates, 95 pages are demoted
with two grades, 534 pages are demoted with one grade and 1,259
pages are not demoted. Figure 1 shows the page distributions with
different ages at different recency demotion levels. We observe
most of the non-demoted pages have ages within 10 days, most of
the 1-grade-demoted pages have ages within 60 days, and the 2-
grade-demoted pages have older ages. This is consistent with our
expectation that non-demoted pages have younger ages than de-
moted pages overall. Note that in Figure 1 (a), the pages which are
several days old have the highest frequencies, while there are fewer
fresher pages such as those created within two days. This indicates
that there are more recency queries that are related to the news that
happen several days ago than those that happen within two days.
At the same time, the search engine’s crawler do not fully discover
fresh contents, which is also a factor for this observation.

4. RECENCY SENSITIVE QUERY
CLASSIFICATION

When a query is issued to the search engine, we use an automatic
query classifier to determine if this query is a time-sensitive one or
not. Not all queries require specialized handling to promote recent
content; in fact, we show later that in some cases retrieval perfor-
mance can actually degrade when our methods are applied to non-

time-sensitive queries. Ideally, we would like to apply our approach
only to the subset of breaking-news queries – those queries that are
related to ongoing and upcoming events that are in the news. To
achieve this we developed an automated classifier that first detects
whether an incoming query is a breaking-news one; in this section,
we describe this classifier.

The underlying assumption behind our breaking-news query iden-
tification is that when a topic is in the news, it tends to diverge from
its regular temporal behavior: it becomes more prominent in the
query stream, is mentioned more often in news articles, and so on.
Existing methods for detecting such topics typically involve track-
ing the frequency of the topic over discrete time slots, and detecting
irregularities such as a large divergence from the mean number of
occurrences or a sudden burst of activity [13, 20].

In contrast, our classifier works not by modeling each individual
topic and tracking it over time, but by modeling each discrete time
slot, and comparing the models representing different time slots.
The data we model in each time slot includes the queries users sub-
mitted during that period, as well as the news content published
during it; the tool we use to model these is n-ngram language mod-
els. For each time slot, we collect all queries received by the search
engine during that slot; we also collect a set of news articles pub-
lished during that time slot. We then proceed by estimating two
n-gram language models, MC,t and MQ,t, representing the Con-
tent and the Query data at time t, respectively. To construct the
langauge models, we consider each query as a sentence.

To identify whether a query q is a breaking-news one at time t,
we would like to compare its affinity with the models representing t
with its affinity to models representing time periods in the past. To
this end, we first select several fixed time intervals, ri: these will
be the points in time to which we compare the current model. We
choose these so that their relation to the current model would reveal
an irregularity in the current model, if one exists. For example,
typical historical time slots are the one starting 24 hours before t,
the one starting one week earlier, or the one starting one month
earlier. These intervals define several “reference” models – models
representing the content and query data at times t− ri. We refer to
these models as MC,t−ri and MQ,t−ri .

Next, we compute the generation likelihood of q according to the
“current” query model, P (q|MQ,t); for this, the model is smoothed
using linear interpolation with a lower n-gram model. We repeat
this computation, this time for each one of the reference models,
obtaining several P (q|MQ,t−ri) values. Note that we use models
representing identical or similar time spans (but starting and ending
at different times) to minimize differences in the generation likeli-
hood results stemming from model estimation parameters.

Finally, we compute the “buzziness” of the query according to
the models built from the query stream as

buzz(q, t, Q) = maxi logP (q|MQ,t)− logP (q|MQ,t−ri)
We repeat this computation for the Content models, obtaining a

13

[Dong et al., WSDM 2010]
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Figure 1: The ranking specialization framework for improving search relevance

2. RELATED WORK
Some of recent works have realized the importance and

necessity of incorporating query difference into learning the
ranking function. Zha et al. [22] propose an aTVT algo-
rithm which implicitly incorporates query difference using
monotonic transformations of the learned ranking functions.
This approach focuses on the boundary of each query with-
out considering broader query grouping. Kang et al. [13]
classify queries into two categories (navigational and infor-
mational) and build two corresponding ranking models sep-
arately. However, it requires the availability and high ac-
curacy of query classification. In a most recent work, Geng
et al. [9] propose a K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) method to
employ different ranking models for different queries. Specif-
ically, each training query holds a ranking model which is
learned using the query itself and its neighboring queries.
Given a test query, they find the most similar training query
and use the corresponding model for ranking. Training time
of this method is quite large, since many models need to be
trained separately. And each model is trained using only
a part of whole training set, which may cause the declin-
ing accuracy due to the lack of adequate training examples.
In our work, we employ a divide-and-conquer approach for
ranking specialization to improve the ranking relevance. We
will discuss our approach in details in the following sections.

3. RANKING SPECIALIZATION
In this section, we will explore a new divide-and-conquer

approach for ranking specialization for improving search rel-
evance. We will start with introducing the general divide-
and-conquer framework, followed by concrete discussion on
three major parts of the framework in sequence.

3.1 A Divide-and-Conquer Framework
The divide-and-conquer framework consists of three ma-

jor steps. In the first step, we target at identifying a set of
ranking-sensitive query topics, Cquery = {C1, C2, · · · , Cn},
based on all of training queries, Qtrain = {q1, q2, · · · , qN}.
The recognized query topics are considered ranking-sensitive
in the sense that different queries of the same topic should
have similar characteristics in terms of ranking, especially,
the similar family of important features for ranking. After
this step, for each training query qi ∈ Qtrain, we can obtain
its distribution over all of extracted ranking-sensitive query
topics, i.e. Topic(qi) = ⟨P (C1|qi), P (C2|qi), · · · , P (Cn|qi)⟩,
where P (Ci|q) is the probability that q belongs to Ci. This
step is like dividing the problem of learning one single rank-
ing model for all training queries into a set of sub-problems of
learning the ranking model for each ranking-sensitive query

topic. The number of query topics can be set either empiri-
cally to constants, or through gap statistic [20].

The second step is to develop a unified learning method for
learning multiple ranking models Mk (k = 1, 2, · · · , n), each
exclusively corresponding to one ranking-sensitive query topic
Ck ∈ Cquery. In our work, we propose a global loss function
by combining risks of different ranking-sensitive query top-
ics and introduce Topical RankSVM to train all the models
M1,M2, · · · ,Mn, simultaneously, by minimizing the global
loss function. By applying this unified learning method, we
have considered dependency between different query topics
when building their respective ranking functions, which can
be beneficial to further improve ranking. Moreover, though
treated unequally in learning each ranking function, all the
training queries contribute to learn all ranking models of
query topics, which avoids the lacking of training examples
for learning the model of any single query topic. This uni-
fied method is quite general as we can use different feature
set for different query topics. As incorporating information
of query topics into the ranking algorithm, this step is like
conquering the problem of learning the respective ranking
model for each query topic.

The goal of the last step is to conduct ranking for new test-
ing queries, Qtest = {q1, q2, · · · , qt}. For each testing query
qj ∈ Qtest, we apply an ensemble method, which try to min-
imize the risk consistent with the loss in training process.
We first select a certain number H of ranking models Mj1,
Mj2,· · · , MjH , whose corresponding query topics hold H
highest correlation with qj , and then aggregating the rank-
ing results Sj1, Sj2,· · · , SjH obtained by Mj1, Mj2,· · · , MjH

into a final ranking results S. After divide-and-conquer, this
step aggregates ranking results from sub-models together
into the improved final ranking results.

We summarize the general framework in Figure 1. Such
ranking specialization approach allows us to use different
feature sets or data sets to learn respective ranking models
for different query topics, so as to boost the relevance for
each query groups; And, the global loss in the second step
serves as a unified relevance target when training different
models for different query topics, such that we can optimize
the overall search relevance when we train different ranking
models. In the rest of this section, we will discuss the details
of each step of the framework in sequence.

3.2 Identifying Ranking-Sensitive Query
Topics

3.2.1 Generating Query Features
To identify ranking-sensitive query topics, we first gen-

erate a set of features to represent queries by taking ad-
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models and a weighted combination is used to merge the final re-
sults.

While most previous work focused on optimizing relevance, we
propose an extended framework which optimizes freshness and
relevance simultaneously in a more adaptive way. We enhance
query representations by adding criteria-sensitive features that can
capture different aspects (relevance, freshness) of query-document
pairs. Each query is categorized according to both temporal and
relevance features, and the final ranking is produced by merging
the results generated from several different ranking models.

Multiple criteria ranking. Training ranking models for mul-
tiple criteria beyond relevance, such as diversity, freshness, and ef-
ficiency, has been the subject of many recent papers [12, 13, 17,
28]. Dong et al.’s work on recency ranking [12, 13] is among the
closest to our work; they consider freshness in instance labeling
for training effective ranking models. They argued that freshness
is especially important for breaking news queries and demoted the
relevance labels of stale pages for training. Empirical experiments
demonstrated that such demotion can result in significant improve-
ments on both relevance and freshness. We similarly generate hy-
brid labels for documents based on their relevance and freshness
grades, and show that the labels generated by our strategy are more
effective than those demoted for training. Despite this resemblance,
our optimization tasks are fundamentally different; Dong et al. [12,
13] studied learning single adaptive or over-weighting rankers that
can be trained with an imbalanced amount of training data for fresh-
ness and relevance primarily from the perspective of ranking adap-
tation. We investigate multi-criteria ranking problem in a divide
and conquer framework with balanced distribution of training data,
and emphasize adaptive balance between different criteria.

Temporal signals for ranking. Exploiting temporal signals
that capture the dynamics of queries, web pages, hyperlinks, and
user interaction to improve search quality has been widely stud-
ied. Several methods focused on complementing content-based
matching by utilizing the knowledge of query temporal charac-
teristics [1, 10, 20, 23, 24]. Typically this includes: (1) profiling
query temporal characteristics, e.g., generating a temporal distribu-
tion over pseudo-feedback documents or based on query popularity
over time; and (2) emphasizing documents whose temporal charac-
teristics are close to the query’s temporal profile, e.g., enhancing
document representation by adding temporal dimension and then
incorporating temporal based matching into search process.

Elsas and Dumais [14] incorporated the dynamics of content
changes into document language models and showed that their en-
hanced representations can improve retrieval effectiveness. Dai and
Davison [8] exploited the frequency of web content and hyperlink
changes over time for better estimation of web authorities. Dong et
al. [13] used Twitter data to detect and rank fresh documents.

3. CRITERIA-SENSITIVE RANKING
In this section, we introduce our criteria-sensitive divide-and-

conquer ranking framework (denoted as CS-DAC) that incorpo-
rates the balance between relevance and freshness into training cus-
tomized rankers that optimize both freshness and relevance.

CS-DAC framework. A typical ranking function f with ! pa-
rameters takes a query-document feature vector X as input and pro-
duces ranking scores of documents.

ˆy = f(X,!)

The common goal of learning to rank systems is to find a rank-
ing model f⇤ that takes query-document feature vectors as input,
and produces a document ranking—as close as possible to the ora-
cle ranking of documents according to their relevance labels y—by
minimizing the ranking risk aggregated from the loss L of all train-
ing queries.

f⇤
= argmin

f

X

q

L(f(Xq,!), yq) = argmin

f

X

q

L(

ˆyq, yq)

By considering query differences in the DAC framework, we es-
sentially cluster3 training queries based on their ranking character-
istics, and train one ranker per cluster. Each query contributes to
learning all rankers with different importance based on its topical
affinity to query clusters. Each ranker f⇤

i is learned via:

f⇤
i = argmin

fi

X

q2Q

I(q, i)Li(ˆyq, yq) (1)

where Q is the training query set, and I(q, i) is the importance of
query q with respect to the ith ranking model.

To account for relevance and freshness simultaneously, we pro-
pose to use hybrid labels that are generated based on freshness and
relevance judgments.4 For this purpose, we exploit a weighted har-
monic mean function which maps relevance and freshness grades
(i.e., yR

q,d and yF
q,d on the query-document pair <q, d>) to a single

equivalent numerical score eyq,d for training f⇤
i . We believe har-

monic mean is appropriate here since (1) it heavily biases towards
the minimum score; (2) it is more sensitive when yR

q,d and yF
q,d are

close; and (3) it has been shown as a good optimization metric for
tasks such as learning to rank for efficiency [28] and classification.
Formally, eyq,d,i is defined as:

eyq,d,i =
(1 + �2

i ) · y
R
q,d · yF

q,d

yR
q,d + �2

i · yF
q,d

(2)

where parameter �i sets the trade-off between relevance and fresh-
ness for each ranker, and is learned during training. Allowing dif-
ferent values of � for rankers enables a flexible framework where
each ranker can assign different weights to freshness and relevance.
It also means that each query-document pair may affect the pair-
wise learning of each ranker differently.5 Therefore, we factorize
query-document pair importance as follows:

f⇤
i = argmin

fi

X

q2Q

I(q, i)⇥

X

<d1,d2>2Dq

U

0
(q, i, d1, d2)Li

⇣h ŷq,d1,i
ŷq,d2,i

i
,
h eyq,d1,i

eyq,d2,i

i⌘
(3)

where, Dq is the set of preferential query-document pairs with re-
spect to query q, and U

0
(q, i, d1, d2) is the importance of <d1, d2>

in training for query q with respect to the ith ranking model. For
simplicity, we assume <q, d1> and <q, d2> are independent, and
so factorize the importance of the preferential pair U 0

(q, i, d1, d2)
as follows.

U

0
(q, i, d1, d2) = U(q, i, d1) · U(q, i, d2)

where U(q, i, d1) is the importance of query-document pair

3We use query cluster, topic and category interchangeably.
4Generating hybrid labels (single aggregate objective functions), is
a simple form of multi-criteria optimization [26].
5Similar ideas can be applied to list-wise and point-wise ranking
learning algorithms.

document j with respect to query q in the training dataset (i has the
same or higher relevance than j).

CS-DAC modified the RankSVM loss function by incorporating
query importance (I) and document importance (U ). Formally, the
ith ranking model of CS-DAC is optimized via:

arg min

!i,⇠q,j,k

1

2

k!ik
2
+ C

X

q,j,k

⇠q,j,k (6)

subject to, 8eyq,j,i ⌫ eyq,k,i : I(q, i)U(q, i, j)!T
i X

q
j

� I(q, i)U(q, i, k)!T
i X

q
k + 1� ⇠q,j,k,

8q8i8j : ⇠q,i,j � 0

where ⇠q,j,k is the slack variable and parameter C sets the trade-off
between training error and the margin size.

In CS-DAC, several rankers are trained simultaneously, and each
ranking function f⇤

k (see Equation 3) is optimized using the CS-
DAC loss function and hybrid labels. The � values are tuned via
hill climbing based on the hybrid NDCG values of the final ranking
lists merged from different rankers. That is, each ranker is trained
on different values of � and the best combination of rankers is cho-
sen by hill climbing on the training and validation data. Here, hy-
brid NDCG extends the commonly used evaluation metric NDCG
[18] to take hybrid labels for evaluation, since this new freshness-
sensitive metric can take into account both freshness and relevance
into a single measurement, aiming to quantify the overall search
quality. Formally, we define hybrid NDCG as below:

hybrid NDCG(n) = Zn

nX

j=1

2

(�yR+(1��)yF )
� 1

log2(j + 1)

(7)

where Zn is the oracle discounted cumulative gain at ranking cut-
off n, that bounds the NDCG values between 0 and 1. The yR, and
yF values—also known as gains—are assigned according to the
relevance and freshness labels of documents. Parameter � specifies
the trade-off between relevance and freshness and is set to 0.5 in
our experiments. Note that � = 1 turns hybrid NDCG into typ-
ical relevance-based NDCG, while setting � to zero, makes it the
same as the NDCF metric [13]. Dai and Davison [8] also adopted
NDCG with freshness labels, although they did not refer to it as
NDCF. While other combination forms may better fit the search
utility that quantifies comprehensive users’ satisfaction, we leave
the best definition of hybrid NDCG for future work.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Testbed data. Standard learning to rank datasets only contain
relevance judgments for query-document pairs without any infor-
mation regarding their freshness.

Therefore, we built a new testbed based on a large archival web
corpus. Our dataset contains 158 million unique URLs and 12 bil-
lion links from the .ie domain, covering the time span from Jan-
uary 2000 to December 2007 (one snapshot per month and 88 in
total). We removed pages with less than five snapshots, and only
kept the remaining 3.8 million unique pages with 435 million links
in total.

We choose April 2007 as our time point of interest for ranking
evaluation. We constructed two temporal and non-temporal query
sets, each containing 90 queries. While the query size is small,
the queries in the temporal set are manually selected from Google
Trends suggestions for Ireland, which were popular during April
2007.7 For the non-temporal set, we first randomly sampled queries
7
www.google.com/trends

Figure 1: The STL decomposition [7] of a time series into sea-
sonal, trend and remainder components. The data is generated
from the click histogram of the query jingle bells in a commer-
cial search engine.

from a 2006 MSN query log (i.e., generating a representative query
sample from a real-world search log), and then automatically fil-
tered out about 10% of them that were detected as potentially tem-
poral by a commercial classifier. The classifier has high precision
(almost all Google Trend queries are detected as temporal), and
uses several years of the query-frequency history extracted from
the query logs of a major commercial search engine.

Judgments and metrics. We have an average of 71 URLs per
query judged by one or more participants from Amazon Mechani-
cal Turk.8 Given a query-URL pair, the judges were instructed to
assess the quality of the URL with respect to both relevance and
freshness. For relevance, the selection was among highly relevant,
relevant, borderline, not relevant and not related, which was fur-
ther translated to integer gains ranging from 4 to 0. For freshness,
editors were instructed to judge the URL freshness for the given
query according to our chosen point in time (April 2007).9 Judges
could select between very fresh, fresh, borderline, stale, and very
stale, which we transferred into {4, 3, 2, 1, 0}. Judges were also
required to provide the confidence of their judgements by choos-
ing between high, medium and low. Table 2 shows the guideline
of query-URL pair judgments used by Mturk workers. Judgments
with low confidence were resubmitted for labeling. The standard
deviations of relevance and freshness judgements on a random sam-
ple of 76 query URL pairs among three judgers are 0.88 and 1.02
respectively.

Freshness and relevance are evaluated by hybrid NDCG, and so
when � = 0 or � = 1, this corresponds to NDCF [13] and NDCG,
respectively.

Ranking features. The features used by RankSVM for ranking
can be grouped into non-temporal and temporal features. The non-
temporal features (summarized in Table 1) include several com-
monly used text-similarity scores such as BM25 [25], and language

8
http://www.mturk.com

9Admittedly, judging for freshness according to an arbitrary time
in past could be a difficult task. However, the choice was dictated
to us by the time span of our dataset.
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Table 3: Temporal ranking features used by RankSVM in the
CS-DAC framework and baseline methods. The features (ex-
cept for TPR) are produced from the STL decomposition [7] of
time series generated from the content changes in title, body,
heading, anchor, and page/link activities [8].

Feature name Feature description
Slp(⌧ ) Slope of trend component T⌧ .
Amp(⌧ ) Amplitude of seasonal component S⌧ .
Rp(⌧ ) Relative position in S⌧ .
Cs(⌧ ) Confidence of seasonality.
Cr(⌧ ) Confidence of regularity.
TPR Timed PageRank [30].

other baselines in previous work [2, 16]. Nevertheless, we report
its results because it represents one of the most common learning
to rank architectures.

The SepR baseline is representative for the family of query-
dependent loss function methods [2, 3, 16], in which the loss
function is determined according to the temporal aspect of the
query. Separate RankSVM rankers are trained for temporal and
non-temporal queries, and each query is tested on the correct ranker
for its type. Note that using the correct query type information—
which is generally unavailable without manual effort—means that
the performance numbers for this baseline are unaffected by poten-
tial query type misclassification, and therefore are overstated.

Dong et al. [12] investigated several techniques for ranking op-
timization with imbalanced amount of training data for freshness
and relevance. Among their methods the over-weighting approach
was most effective. The over-weighting model combines relevance
and freshness labeled data to train a single ranker. This is similar
to SepR except that the training pairs of the criterion with fewer
labels are over-weighted. Dong et al. [12] used GBrank [32] as
their ranking model. However, we modify the over-weighting loss
function to RankSVM for consistency with the other methods in
our experiments as follows:

arg min

!,⇠q,i,j

1

2

k!k2 + C
X

q,i,j

⇠q,i,j subject to

8yq
i ⌫ yq

j :

n ↵
NT

!TXq
i �

↵
NT

!TXq
j + 1� ⇠q,i,j q 2 QT

1�↵
NN

!TXq
i �

1�↵
NN

!TXq
j + 1� ⇠q,i,j q 2 QN

8q8i8j : ⇠q,i,j � 0

where QT and QN denote the sets of queries from Google Trends
and MSN query log. NT and NN are respectively the number of
preferential pairs of query-documents in each of those sets. ↵ is
a parameter that controls the balance of Google Trends queries vs.
MSN queries, ranging over [0,1]. ! represents the feature weights
within the ranking model.

Our last experimental baseline is TopicalSVM [2] which is the
state-of-the-art in the family of divide and conquer techniques.
TopicalSVM trains all rankers using a global loss function, and
does not factorize the query-document importance U in contrast
to CS-DAC.

5. EXPERIMENTS
We start our experiments by investigating the performance of our

baseline techniques optimized for different goals. We then pick the
best-performing baselines and compare them against CS-DAC. In
all our experiments we run 5-fold cross-validation in which the first
three folds are used for training, and the remaining two folds are

Table 4: Freshness comparison on the temporal (top) and non-

temporal (bottom) query sets. All methods are trained using the
hybrid labels and the evaluation is based on the freshness rat-
ings (yF ). Symbols †, §, and ‡ respectively denote statistically
significant differences according to a single-tailed student t-test
(p-value<0.05) over the SepR, TopicalSVM and Over-weighting
baselines.

Temporal Queries (Google Trends)
NDCF1 NDCF3 NDCF5 NDCF10

SepR 0.378 0.360 0.372 0.408
TopicalSVM 0.365 0.355 0.365 0.402
Over-weighting 0.340 0.348 0.363 0.404
CS-DAC 0.398‡ 0.364 0.376 0.411
CS-DAC(U) 0.416†§‡ 0.379‡ 0.388 0.400

Non-Temporal Queries (MSN logs)
NDCF1 NDCF3 NDCF5 NDCF10

SepR 0.348 0.411 0.434 0.475
TopicalSVM 0.355 0.408 0.430 0.485
Over-weighting 0.335 0.408 0.434 0.480
CS-DAC 0.427†§‡ 0.454†§‡ 0.473†§‡ 0.510§‡
CS-DAC(U) 0.452†§‡ 0.466†§‡ 0.488†§‡ 0.527†§‡

used for validation and testing. The number of ranking functions
(clusters) in CS-DAC and TopicalSVM to are set to three (k = 3),
since preliminary results demonstrate CS-DAC and TopicalSVM
perform the best when k = 3 and k = 4 (slightly outperforms the
case when k = 3) respectively.

Performance analysis for experimental baselines. We
investigate the performance of baseline techniques when trained
for one of four optimization goals:

1. Relevance (Rel): The baselines are trained using relevance
labels only.

2. Freshness (Fre): The baselines are trained using freshness
labels only.

3. Hybrid labels (Hyb): The baselines are trained using hybrid
labels (Equation 2).

4. Demoted labels (Dem): Dong et al. [12, 13] suggested de-
moting the the relevance grades of outdated documents. They
suggested that if a document is somewhat outdated, then its
relevance label should be demoted by one grade. For totally
outdated documents the relevance labels are demoted by two
grades. We followed the same strategy to compute our de-
moted labels. In essence, this is a special case of hybrid la-
beling.

The final results of each optimized ranker are evaluated sepa-
rately for freshness and relevance using NDCG with corresponding
labels.

Figure 2 shows the performance of baseline techniques on the
non-temporal query set (sampled from the MSN logs). As ex-
pected, when evaluating using the relevance labels (yR), it is more
effective to optimize for relevance (Rel) rather than freshness (Fre).
Similarly, optimizing for freshness produces results that have bet-
ter NDCF values. The methods optimized for demoted (Dem) and
hybrid (Hyb) labels consistently outperform those that are opti-
mized for either freshness or relevance. The results also suggest
that our hybrid labels are better for improving both relevance and
freshness compared to the demoted labels of Dong et al. [12, 13].

Table 5: Relevance comparison on the temporal (top) and non-

temporal (bottom) query sets. All methods are trained using the
hybrid labels and the evaluation is based on the freshness rat-
ings (yR). Symbols †, §, and ‡ respectively denote statistically
significant differences according to a single-tailed student t-test
(p-value<0.05) over the SepR, TopicalSVM and Over-weighting
baselines.

Temporal Queries (Google Trends)
NDCG1 NDCG3 NDCG5 NDCG10

SepR 0.373 0.359 0.375 0.411
TopicalSVM 0.342 0.354 0.365 0.408
Over-weighting 0.355 0.351 0.368 0.411
CS-DAC 0.385 0.365 0.377 0.417
CS-DAC(U ) 0.401†‡ 0.375 0.389 0.426†

Non-Temporal Queries (MSN logs)
NDCG1 NDCG3 NDCG5 NDCG10

SepR 0.481 0.517 0.532 0.562
TopicalSVM 0.490 0.508 0.521 0.566
Over-weighting 0.476 0.510 0.538 0.570
CS-DAC 0.493 0.520 0.541 0.574
CS-DAC(U ) 0.509 0.522 0.541 0.574

measured by the relevance labels (yR) in Table 5. For non-temporal
queries, the CS-DAC results are marginally better than the base-
lines, although none of the differences are statistically significant.
On the temporal query set, SepR has the edge over the other base-
lines while CS-DAC outperforms the three of them at all cutoff
values. Adding the U factor significantly improves the results for
NDCG@1 and NDCG@10. As in the NDCF numbers on this query
set, the NDCG values could be also affected by the high correlation
between freshness and relevance.

6. DISCUSSION
We showed that our CS-DAC method could significantly im-

prove both freshness and relevance of the results compared to state-
of-the-art baselines. In this section, we investigate the impact of
random walk smoothing in improving the query-document factor
U for training. We also compare CS-DAC and the baselines in
terms of hybrid NDCG by assigning various weights to relevance
and freshness. Finally, we report the most effective features ac-
cording to our experiments for ranking temporal and non-temporal
queries.

Smoothing query-document importance. We described
earlier how original query-document importance values can be
smoothed by random walk, where the probability d of random
jumping can be tuned during training and validation. Figure 4
shows how choosing different fixed values for d may affect the re-
sults. On the non-temporal query set, different degrees of smooth-
ing have little advantage over no smoothing (d = 0). On the tem-
poral query set however, random-walk helps to smooth inter-label
dependencies, and hence improves the results on both freshness and
relevance.

Hybrid labels for evaluation. In Section 5 we showed that
training for hybrid NDCG (� = 0.5) was effective for improv-
ing both freshness and relevance. Here, we provide the evalua-
tion results on hybrid NDCG, the metric we used for optimizing
the ensemble ranking. Although we used � = 0.5 for training,
we report the evaluation results for different values of � in Fig-
ure 5 to account for scenarios where freshness and relevance are

(a) Temporal queries (b) Non-temporal queries

Figure 4: The impact of changing the random jump proba-
bility d during smoothing of the query-document importance
values U . The results are evaluated on temporal (left) and non-
temporal (right) queries using both relevance and freshness la-
bels.

weighted differently. The results are consistent with our previous
experiments; CS-DAC outperforms the baselines, and the weight-
ing between freshness and relevance is less important for temporal
queries. Increasing the � value grows the overall hybrid NDCG
almost monotonically because the relevance-based NDCG values
are generally greater than those computed based on the freshness
labels. It is worthwhile of pointing out that this observation does
not suggest that ranking performance benefits the most when only
optimizing for relevance.

Feature Analysis. CS-DAC relies on several temporal and non-
temporal features for query clustering and document ranking. We
examined all cross-validation folds to find the features that are as-
signed with highest weights during training. Among the temporal
features, the confidence values for the seasonality CS(⌧ ), and regu-
larity Cr(⌧ ) of STL decompositions were generally the most effec-
tive. Furthermore, the features generated from the time-series de-
composition of changes in anchor-text and inlinks were more suc-
cessful than those similarly produced based on other fields (e.g.,
title, body, heading). The effectiveness of temporal link-based fea-
tures for improving relevance and freshness has been also acknowl-
edged previously by Dai and Davison [8].

Between the non-temporal features, BM25 and language model-
ing scores had the highest weights and were most effective when
computed over the body and title text.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed a learning to rank approach (CS-

DAC) for optimizing for relevance and freshness simultaneously.
We extended the state-of-the-art in divide and conquer ranking [3]
by adding two new key elements; first, instead of optimizing for
relevance labels, we generated and used hybrid labels based on rel-
evance and freshness grades. Second, we introduced a new query-
document importance factor (U) that allows each ranker to set dif-
ferent importance to relevance and freshness. Compared with tradi-
tional metasearch engines, divide-and-conquer ranking frameworks
generate merged ranking lists on the model level instead of the
result level. It enables automatic identification of effective rank-
ing features for individual type of queries. Our experiments on
a large web archive demonstrated that CS-DAC can improve both
relevance and freshness compared to existing baselines. In the fu-
ture, we plan to compare with data fusion methods, i.e, training
two separate rankers with each utilizing judgments based on one
criterion (relevance or freshness), and then merging results into a
single ranking list. We also plan to consider the document diversity

Freshness 
measure 

Relevance 
measure 

Dataset	:	158	million	unique	URLs	and	12	bi.	links	from	the	.ie	domain,		
covering	the	9me	span	from	Jan	2000	to	Dec	2007		
(one	snapshot	per	month	and	88	in	total).		
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•  Give	the	user	a	historical	overview.		
•  Good	star9ng	point	for	further	explora9on.	

•  Historical	Query	Intent:	I	want	a	historical	overview	of	Rudolph	Giuliani	

Historical Query Intent !

[Singh et al., CHIIR 2016]
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Temporal Diversity!

•  Consider	9me	points	as	query	intents,	as	opposed	to	topics	from	a	
taxonomy	in	their	case.		

•  Temporal	discoun-ng:		User	interested	in	9me	point	t	is	sa9sfied	
with	a	document	published	at	9me	ti	

•  Modified	greedy	algorithm	for	diversifica9on	

eral approach that favors documents published around time
points of interest to the query. To identify those, they build
on Jones and Diaz [7] who describe features and methods to
classify queries as atemporal, temporally unambiguous, or
temporally ambiguous.

Novelty & Diversity. Carbonell and Goldstein [4] for-
mulate the idea of maximal marginal relevance (MMR) in
the context of summarization. Interest in the topic of diver-
sity has been revived recently, stirred by the work of Agrawal
et al. [2]. Their focus is on ambiguous queries (e.g., jaguar)
with di↵erent conceivable query intents behind them (e.g.,
finding out about the car, animal, or operating system).
Query intents are modeled explicitly as topics in a taxonomy
according to which also documents are classified. The search
result is then determined so as to maximize the probability
that an average user sees at least one relevant document,
which is formulated as a NP-hard but well-approximable
optimization problem. Santos et al. [10], in follow-up re-
search, consider how query intents can be modeled implic-
itly based on common reformulations of the query. Welch
et al. [11] adapt the problem formulation for informational
queries, for which users typically need to see more than one
relevant document.

3. TEMPORAL DIVERSIFICATION
When aiming for temporal diversity, our objective is to de-

termine a search result that consists of relevant documents
published at diverse times of interest to the query. Thus, as
a concrete example, for a temporally ambiguous query such
as presidential election, returned documents should allude to
an election of a president and have been published around
diverse time points when such elections took place. In the
following, we develop our method pursuing that objective.

Model. We assume a timestamped document collection
D. Every document d

t 2 D carries a timestamp t 2 T
conveying its publication time. The time domain T is as-
sumed to be discrete with timestamps indicating the number
of time units (e.g., days) that have passed since a reference
time (e.g., the UNIX epoch). We let V denote a vocabu-
lary of searchable terms. Documents are multisets of terms
drawn from this vocabulary. We use tf(w, d) to indicate how
often the term w occurs in document d and let |d| denote
the total number of term occurrences in the document. We
use D to refer to a virtual document concatenating all doc-
uments from the collection. Likewise, Dt denotes a virtual
document concatenating all documents published at time t.

Temporal Ranking. We now describe, as a stepping
stone, one of the methods from Dakka et al. [5]. The method
is based on language modeling and ranks documents accord-
ing to their probability

P (d t|q) = P (d, t|q) / P (d|q) ·P (t|q) / P (q|d) ·P (t|q) . (1)

The first term P (q|d) is the likelihood of generating the
query q from document d. It is estimated using Dirichlet
smoothing as

P (q|d) =
Y

w2q

tf(w, d) + µ · tf(w,D)
|D|

|d|+ µ

, (2)

The second term P (t|q) conveys the relative importance of

the time point t for the query q and is estimated as

P (t|q) /
Y

w2q

P (w|t) =
Y

w2q

tf(w,Dt)
|Dt|

. (3)

In practice, to account for e↵ects such as delayed coverage
of events in the media, this probability is smoothed using
techniques from time-series analysis. Our concrete imple-
mentation smoothes using a sliding window of width 2 ·w+1
centered around t. For the query presidential election, as our
running example, Figure 2 plots the obtained values P (t|q).
Intuitively, this model aims to bring up documents pub-

lished around times of interest to the query. However, as
demonstrate in our experiments, the model does not ensure
for a temporally ambiguous query like presidential election

that all –or at least multiple– times of interest to the query
are covered by the returned documents.

Temporal Diversity. To accomplish temporal diversity,
we adapt the method proposed by Agrawal et al. [2] to our
setting. We consider time points as query intents, as op-
posed to topics from a taxonomy in their case. One im-
portant di↵erence is that topics are inherently categorical,
whereas time points are numerical – a fact that our method
has to take into account. While users who issue the query
jaguar with cats in mind are certainly not interested in cars,
users may tolerate or be indi↵erent to small di↵erences in
time. Thus, users interested in a particular time point may
also be satisfied with documents published a few days ear-
lier or later. As in the original method, our objective is to
determine a sequence S = hd t1

1 , . . . , d

tk
k i of documents that

maximizes the probability that an average user sees at least
one relevant document. This can be cast into the optimiza-
tion problem

argmax
S

X

t2T

P (t|q)·(1�
Y

d
ti
i 2S

(1� P (R|t, ti)·P (R|q, di))) . (4)

Here, P (t|q) is defined as above and indicates the relative
importance of the time point t for the query q. Further,
P (R|t, ti) indicates the probability that a user interested in
time point t is satisfied with a document published at time
ti. Similarly, P (R|q, di) is the probability that a user issuing
the query q is satisfied with the document di.
This models a user who judges the relevance of document

d

ti
i to query q and time point t by considering in isolation

the content and publication timestamp of the document.
We model the probability that the time point ti is rele-

vant for a user interested in time point t using the sigmoid
function

P (R|t, ti) =
1

1 + e

�w+|t�ti|
, (5)

so that the user is satisfied if the two time points t and
ti are less than w time units apart, but becomes quickly
dissatisfied otherwise.
The probability P (R|q, di) is estimated directly from the

query likelihoods of the language model as

P (R|q, di) =
P (q|di)

max

dj2D
P (q|dj)

. (6)

To determine a temporally diversified result S, we use the
greedy algorithm described in [2], which gives a (1 � 1/e)-
approximation guarantee.
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classify queries as atemporal, temporally unambiguous, or
temporally ambiguous.
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optimization problem. Santos et al. [10], in follow-up re-
search, consider how query intents can be modeled implic-
itly based on common reformulations of the query. Welch
et al. [11] adapt the problem formulation for informational
queries, for which users typically need to see more than one
relevant document.

3. TEMPORAL DIVERSIFICATION
When aiming for temporal diversity, our objective is to de-

termine a search result that consists of relevant documents
published at diverse times of interest to the query. Thus, as
a concrete example, for a temporally ambiguous query such
as presidential election, returned documents should allude to
an election of a president and have been published around
diverse time points when such elections took place. In the
following, we develop our method pursuing that objective.

Model. We assume a timestamped document collection
D. Every document d

t 2 D carries a timestamp t 2 T
conveying its publication time. The time domain T is as-
sumed to be discrete with timestamps indicating the number
of time units (e.g., days) that have passed since a reference
time (e.g., the UNIX epoch). We let V denote a vocabu-
lary of searchable terms. Documents are multisets of terms
drawn from this vocabulary. We use tf(w, d) to indicate how
often the term w occurs in document d and let |d| denote
the total number of term occurrences in the document. We
use D to refer to a virtual document concatenating all doc-
uments from the collection. Likewise, Dt denotes a virtual
document concatenating all documents published at time t.

Temporal Ranking. We now describe, as a stepping
stone, one of the methods from Dakka et al. [5]. The method
is based on language modeling and ranks documents accord-
ing to their probability
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The first term P (q|d) is the likelihood of generating the
query q from document d. It is estimated using Dirichlet
smoothing as
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In practice, to account for e↵ects such as delayed coverage
of events in the media, this probability is smoothed using
techniques from time-series analysis. Our concrete imple-
mentation smoothes using a sliding window of width 2 ·w+1
centered around t. For the query presidential election, as our
running example, Figure 2 plots the obtained values P (t|q).
Intuitively, this model aims to bring up documents pub-

lished around times of interest to the query. However, as
demonstrate in our experiments, the model does not ensure
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that all –or at least multiple– times of interest to the query
are covered by the returned documents.

Temporal Diversity. To accomplish temporal diversity,
we adapt the method proposed by Agrawal et al. [2] to our
setting. We consider time points as query intents, as op-
posed to topics from a taxonomy in their case. One im-
portant di↵erence is that topics are inherently categorical,
whereas time points are numerical – a fact that our method
has to take into account. While users who issue the query
jaguar with cats in mind are certainly not interested in cars,
users may tolerate or be indi↵erent to small di↵erences in
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ti. Similarly, P (R|q, di) is the probability that a user issuing
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the content and publication timestamp of the document.
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approximation guarantee.
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published at diverse times of interest to the query. Thus, as
a concrete example, for a temporally ambiguous query such
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an election of a president and have been published around
diverse time points when such elections took place. In the
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demonstrate in our experiments, the model does not ensure
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Here, P (t|q) is defined as above and indicates the relative
importance of the time point t for the query q. Further,
P (R|t, ti) indicates the probability that a user interested in
time point t is satisfied with a document published at time
ti. Similarly, P (R|q, di) is the probability that a user issuing
the query q is satisfied with the document di.
This models a user who judges the relevance of document
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the content and publication timestamp of the document.
We model the probability that the time point ti is rele-

vant for a user interested in time point t using the sigmoid
function
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so that the user is satisfied if the two time points t and
ti are less than w time units apart, but becomes quickly
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The probability P (R|q, di) is estimated directly from the

query likelihoods of the language model as

P (R|q, di) =
P (q|di)

max

dj2D
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To determine a temporally diversified result S, we use the
greedy algorithm described in [2], which gives a (1 � 1/e)-
approximation guarantee.

[Berberich and Bedathur, TAIA 2013]
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Problem Statement !

“I am looking for relevant documents regarding the most important 
aspects from the time period when these aspects were relevant.”

Relevance 

Aspects  
(Subtopics) 

Time  
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Topics and Time !

• Aspects	are	diverse	across	9me	
• Time	periods	are	aspect	diverse	

Attorney 
1989 

Mayoral Campaign 
1989 

Mayoral Campaign 
1993 

Mayoral Campaign 
1997 

Cancer 
2000 

Senate 
2000 

Mayoral Reforms 
1993-2000 

[Singh et al., CHIIR 2016]
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Relevance 

Aspects  
(Subtopics) 

Time  

History by Diversity!

2 Dimensional Coverage Problem                   Diversification based approaches!

Multi-Dimensional Diversity (MDiv) 
(Dou WSDM’11) 
n-arbitrary dimensions 

IA-Select (Agrawal WSDM’09) 
PM2 (Dang SIGIR’12) 
xQuad (Santos WWW’10) 

OnlyTime 
(Berberich TAIA’13) 

[Singh et al., CHIIR 2016]
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Modelling Time !

diagram with doc - primary secondary sources 

from top k 

Time 

Te
m

po
ra

l P
rio

r V
al

ue
 

Mayor 

Primary sources Secondary sources 

[Singh et al., CHIIR 2016]
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Modelling Aspects!

Entities as Aspects 

Canonicalisation of entities 

[Singh et al., CHIIR 2016]
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The HistDiv Approach!

•  Aspects	are	temporal	in	nature	-		
–  Aspect	u9lity	is	updated	using	an	exponen-al	decay	func-on.		

•  Time	windows	are	aspect	diverse	-		
–  Time	window	u9lity	is	updated	based	on	aspect	coverage	

•  We	represent	aspects	as	en--es	-	David	Dinkins,	Republican	Party,	
ManhaSan	

Mayoral 
Campaign 

Mayoral 
Campaign 

Mayoral 
Campaign 9/11 

Post political 
endeavours 

Senate, 
Cancer, 
Allegations 

N
um

be
r o

f D
oc

um
en

ts
 

Mayor 

[Singh et al., CHIIR 2016]
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Evaluating Historical Search!

•  Standard	diversity:	coverage	of	aspect	space	
•  Temporal	diversity:	coverage	of	9me	space	

•  Historical	diversity:	coverage	of	aspect--me	space	

•  SBR@k	using	the	Aspect-Time	Space	

A
sp

ec
ts

 

Time 

q 
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•  Information needs could be based on
•  Explicit temporal information needs
•  Historical intents

•  Recency and freshness

•  Temporal language models leverage temporal expressions along 
with publication times

•  Temporal diversity used for historical intents 

•  Balancing relevance and recency is best suited for freshness in 
search result quality

Conclusions!
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Demo this SIGIR – Try it out !

 
bit.ly/archive-search 
Demo: 

Expedition: A Time-Aware Exploratory Search System Designed for Scholars	
 in SIGIR ’16: J. Singh, W. Nejdl, A. Anand. 
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Temporal	Query	Analysis	
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•  Temporal information needs exist in both standard test collections, 
such as, TREC and the Web
•  E.g., users’ timelines, web/news archives, or digital libraries
•  Users: social scientist, journalists, historians, or librarians 

•  Two main classes of temporal queries:

•  1) Temporal search patterns observable in query streams
•  2) No temporal search patterns, but relevance is time-dependent

Temporal Queries!
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Temporal Patterns in Query Streams!

1.  Periodic (weekly/monthly) and seasonal queries
•  E.g., recurring and annual events 

2.  Trending queries
•  E.g., anticipated and ongoing events 

3.  Sporadic or spiky queries

•  E.g., breaking news, celebrities, and unplanned events 

Google Insights for Search 
http://www.google.com/insights/search/ 

Query: Halloween 
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Temporal Patterns in QRel !

Recency query Time-sensitive query

Time-insensitive query

 [Li and Croft, CIKM 2003]
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Temporal query = term + time

1. Explicit queries: time is provided, “Presidential election 2016”

2. Implicit queries: time is not provided, “Brazil World Cup”
•  Temporal intent can be implicitly inferred
•  I.e., can refer to FIFA World Cup events in 2014 or 1950

•  Previous studies show a significant fraction of temporal queries
•  1.5% of web queries are explicit [Nunes et al., ECIR 2008]

•  7% of web queries are implicit [Metzler et al., SIGIR 2009]
•  13.8% of web queries contain explicit time; 17.1% of queries have 

implicit temporal intent [Zhang et al., EMNLP 2010]

Time Constraints of Queries !
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Temporal Query Dynamics!

[Kanhabua et al., FnTIR 2015]
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Overview of Research Topics!

1. Temporal Query Intent

2. Dynamic Query Subtopics

3. Query Enhancement

1.1 Mining Temporal Patterns in Query Streams
-  Analyzing Changes in Query Popularity
-  Detecting and Categorizing Temporal Queries
-  Modeling and Predicting Popularity Changes

1.2 Analyzing Top-k Search Results
-  Learning to Classify Temporal Queries
-  Determining Relevant Time for Queries

3.1 Temporal Relevance Feedback
3.2 Time-aware Query Reformulation

2.1 Mining Subtopics from Query Logs
2.2 Mining Subtopics from Documents
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Overview of Research Topics!

1. Temporal Query Intent

2. Dynamic Query Subtopics

3. Query Enhancement

1.1 Mining Temporal Patterns in Query Streams
-  Analyzing Changes in Query Popularity
-  Detecting and Categorizing Temporal Queries
-  Modeling and Predicting Popularity Changes

1.2 Analyzing Top-k Search Results
-  Learning to Classify Temporal Queries
-  Determining Relevant Time for Queries

3.1 Temporal Relevance Feedback
3.2 Temporal Query Performance Prediction
3.3 Time-aware Query Reformulation

2.1 Mining Subtopics from Query Logs
2.2 Mining Subtopics from Documents

Further readings 
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Additional Resource !

•  Book:	Temporal	Informa-on	Retrieval		
•  Authors:	N.	Kanhabua,	R.	Blanco,	and	K.	Nørvåg	
•  Founda9ons	and	Trends®	in	Informa9on	Retrieval	
•  Volume	9,	Issue	2,	pp	91-208,	2015	
•  Freely	available:	h\ps://goo.gl/DUiw5R	
•  Download	from	the	authors’	home	pages	
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Overview of Research Topics!

1. Temporal Query Intent

2. Dynamic Query Subtopics

1.1 Mining Temporal Patterns in Query Streams
-  Analyzing Changes in Query Popularity
-  Detecting and Categorizing Temporal Queries
-  Modeling and Predicting Popularity Changes

1.2 Analyzing Top-k Search Results
-  Learning to Classify Temporal Queries
-  Determining Relevant Time for Queries

2.1 Mining Subtopics from Query Logs
2.2 Mining Subtopics from Documents
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•  Measuring query fluctuations over time using KL-divergence

•  Non-symmetric measure of the difference of two distributions
•  Computed over hours and compared among query categories

Analyzing Changes in Query Popularity !

40 Temporal Query Analysis

4.1 Temporal Query Intent

Existing methods on determining temporal query intent can be clas-
sified into two main groups based on the data sources used, namely,
(1) mining temporal patterns in query streams, and (2) determining
temporal intent from top-k search results.

4.1.1 Mining Temporal Patterns in Query Streams

By analyzing changes in historical query logs, we can observe a sort
of signal provided a basic understanding for temporal querying behav-
iors using standard statistic methods as done in (Beitzel et al., 2004,
2007; Richardson, 2008; Kulkarni et al., 2011). Moving beyond ana-
lyzing popularity changes, we present several works on automatically
detecting and classifying temporal queries (Vlachos et al., 2004; Jones
and Diaz, 2007; Parikh and Sundaresan, 2008; Kulkarni et al., 2011).
Finally, we explain methods for modeling and predicting query pop-
ularity using time series techniques (Radinsky et al., 2012; Shokouhi,
2011).

Analyzing Changes in Query Popularity

Beitzel et al. (2004, 2007) analyze changes in query popularity by fo-
cusing on queries that are repeated often, rather than those in the long
tail. They manually assign a sample of 600 queries to the pre-defined,
topical categories and study changes in popularity of the categorized
queries over time on daily, weekly, and monthly scales.

A direct comparison of the percentages of total query volume match-
ing a selected group of category lists is di�cult due to the di�erences
in scale. To overcome this problem they measure relative popularity
changes or fluctuations over time of each query category, which can be
computed as follows.

KL(P (q|t)||P (q|c, t)) =
ÿ

q

P (q|t) ◊ log P (q|t)
P (q|c, t) , (4.1)

where KL(P (q|t)||P (q|c, t)) is the KL-divergence (Kullback and Leibler,
1951), or a non-symmetric measure of the di�erence between two prob-

Intuitive, but unable to 
model and detect 
popularity changes

 [Beitzel et al., SIGIR 2004]
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Overview of Research Topics!

1. Temporal Query Intent

2. Dynamic Query Subtopics

1.1 Mining Temporal Patterns in Query Streams
-  Analyzing Changes in Query Popularity
-  Detecting and Categorizing Temporal Queries
-  Modeling and Predicting Popularity Changes

1.2 Analyzing Top-k Search Results
-  Learning to Classify Temporal Queries
-  Determining Relevant Time for Queries

2.1 Mining Subtopics from Query Logs
2.2 Mining Subtopics from Documents
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•  Efficient and effective method for detecting (short, long) bursts
•  Classifying queries based on burst shapes and duration

1) Periodic: events happening in a weekly basis

2) Seasonal: events recurring monthly or yearly 
3) large peak: unplanned events or breaking news

•  Identifying queries with similar patterns, called query-by-burst

Detecting and Categorizing Temporal Queries !

 [Vlachos et al., SIGMOD 2004]
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•  Temporal query categorization based on two dimensions:
1.  Popularity changes

•  Number of spikes

•  Shape of spikes 
•  Query periodicity
•  Overall trend

2.  Content changes
•  Query-dependent (TF-IDF)
•  Query-independent (Dice)

Detecting and Categorizing Temporal Queries !

[Adar et al., WSDM 2009] 
[Kulkarni et al., WSDM 2011]

we explore these relationships.  Here we focus on patterns of change 
to query popularity in isolation. 

4.1.1 Measures of Query Popularity Change 
We characterize the distribution of query popularity along four 
dimensions: the number of spikes, the shape of the spikes, the query’s 
periodicity, and the overall trend in popularity.   This classification 
scheme was iteratively developed using an affinity diagramming 
technique [7].  The 100 queries were categorized in a two-phase 
process, first analyzing all of the query popularity shapes to develop a 
categorization scheme, and then re-analyzing all queries to assign 
them to a category. 

Number of spikes (0, 1 or multiple): A spike occurs when there is a 
sudden increase followed by a corresponding decrease in query 
popularity.  This attribute captures the number of times such a change 
occurs during the 10 week study period.  Figure 1 (a, b, c) gives 
examples of queries with 0, 1 and multiple spikes. The three temporal 
query profiles proposed by Jones and Diaz [19] correspond to the 
above three possible values (0, 1, or M) of this query popularity 
feature. 

Periodicity (yes, no): A consistent repetitive pattern of spikes during 
the time-frame of the study is considered a periodicity. Figures 1 (d) 
shows an example of a periodic query.  Most other queries shown, 
Figures 1 (a, b, c), are not periodic. 

Shape (wedge, sail, castle): When a query spikes, the spike can have 
one of the following shapes.  

Wedge: The popularity rises over time at the same rate that it later 
falls off. (See Figure 2 (a).) 

Castle: The popularity changes (rises or drops), and stays at the new 
level for a relatively long period of time (roughly a few weeks or 
more).  (See Figure 2 (b).) 

Sail: The query’s popularity rises somewhat slowly (roughly over a 
week) and then dramatically drops off over a short period of time 
(roughly 1-2 days) or conversely rises sharply but drops off 
slowly after reaching the peak popularity. (See Figure 2 (c, d).) 

Queries that did not spike or that had multiple spikes that exhibited 
inconsistent patterns in shape were not classified according to spike 
shape.  An example can be seen in Figure 1 (a). 

Trend (up, down, flat, up-down): The query popularity can exhibit 
an overall increase or decrease over the duration of the study. The 
trend attribute encodes this property of popularity. Examples are 
given in Figure 3, showing downward, upward, flat and up-down 
trends. 

4.1.2 Understanding Query Popularity Change 
We now look more deeply at the groups of queries that emerged from 
the above classification of popularity, focusing first on the number of 
spikes and the spike shapes, next on periodicities, and finally on 
overall trends in popularity. 

During the time-frame of this study, 10% of the queries never spiked, 
47% spiked once, and 43% spiked multiple times.   A majority of the 
queries that did not spike could be characterized as broad, general 
queries, such as church, congratulations and wedding.  For these 
queries, in the absence of an emergent focused intent, the query 
popularity stayed relatively flat.  The queries that spiked once 
were more focused or clearly defined.  Many of these queries 

 
(a) 0 spikes 

 
(b) 1 spike 

 
(c) Multiple spikes 

 
(d) Periodic 

Figure 1.  Different queries had different numbers of 
spikes in query popularity during the study period. 

 
(a) Wedge 

 
(b) Castle 

 
(c) Left Sail 

 
(d) Right Sail 

Figure 2.  When a query spiked in popularity, the  spike 
could occur in a variety of different shapes. 

 
(a) Downward trend 

 
(b) Upward trend 

 
(c) Flat 

 
(d) Up-Down 

Figure 3. Different trends in query popularity. (y-axis in 
log scale) 
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•  Temporal query categorization based on two dimensions:
1.  Popularity changes

•  Number of spikes

•  Shape of spikes 
•  Query periodicity
•  Overall trend

2.  Content changes
•  Query-dependent (TF-IDF)
•  Query-independent (Dice)

Detecting and Categorizing Temporal Queries !

[Adar et al., WSDM 2009] 
[Kulkarni et al., WSDM 2011]

we explore these relationships.  Here we focus on patterns of change 
to query popularity in isolation. 

4.1.1 Measures of Query Popularity Change 
We characterize the distribution of query popularity along four 
dimensions: the number of spikes, the shape of the spikes, the query’s 
periodicity, and the overall trend in popularity.   This classification 
scheme was iteratively developed using an affinity diagramming 
technique [7].  The 100 queries were categorized in a two-phase 
process, first analyzing all of the query popularity shapes to develop a 
categorization scheme, and then re-analyzing all queries to assign 
them to a category. 

Number of spikes (0, 1 or multiple): A spike occurs when there is a 
sudden increase followed by a corresponding decrease in query 
popularity.  This attribute captures the number of times such a change 
occurs during the 10 week study period.  Figure 1 (a, b, c) gives 
examples of queries with 0, 1 and multiple spikes. The three temporal 
query profiles proposed by Jones and Diaz [19] correspond to the 
above three possible values (0, 1, or M) of this query popularity 
feature. 

Periodicity (yes, no): A consistent repetitive pattern of spikes during 
the time-frame of the study is considered a periodicity. Figures 1 (d) 
shows an example of a periodic query.  Most other queries shown, 
Figures 1 (a, b, c), are not periodic. 

Shape (wedge, sail, castle): When a query spikes, the spike can have 
one of the following shapes.  

Wedge: The popularity rises over time at the same rate that it later 
falls off. (See Figure 2 (a).) 

Castle: The popularity changes (rises or drops), and stays at the new 
level for a relatively long period of time (roughly a few weeks or 
more).  (See Figure 2 (b).) 

Sail: The query’s popularity rises somewhat slowly (roughly over a 
week) and then dramatically drops off over a short period of time 
(roughly 1-2 days) or conversely rises sharply but drops off 
slowly after reaching the peak popularity. (See Figure 2 (c, d).) 

Queries that did not spike or that had multiple spikes that exhibited 
inconsistent patterns in shape were not classified according to spike 
shape.  An example can be seen in Figure 1 (a). 

Trend (up, down, flat, up-down): The query popularity can exhibit 
an overall increase or decrease over the duration of the study. The 
trend attribute encodes this property of popularity. Examples are 
given in Figure 3, showing downward, upward, flat and up-down 
trends. 

4.1.2 Understanding Query Popularity Change 
We now look more deeply at the groups of queries that emerged from 
the above classification of popularity, focusing first on the number of 
spikes and the spike shapes, next on periodicities, and finally on 
overall trends in popularity. 

During the time-frame of this study, 10% of the queries never spiked, 
47% spiked once, and 43% spiked multiple times.   A majority of the 
queries that did not spike could be characterized as broad, general 
queries, such as church, congratulations and wedding.  For these 
queries, in the absence of an emergent focused intent, the query 
popularity stayed relatively flat.  The queries that spiked once 
were more focused or clearly defined.  Many of these queries 

 
(a) 0 spikes 

 
(b) 1 spike 

 
(c) Multiple spikes 

 
(d) Periodic 

Figure 1.  Different queries had different numbers of 
spikes in query popularity during the study period. 

 
(a) Wedge 

 
(b) Castle 

 
(c) Left Sail 

 
(d) Right Sail 

Figure 2.  When a query spiked in popularity, the  spike 
could occur in a variety of different shapes. 

 
(a) Downward trend 

 
(b) Upward trend 

 
(c) Flat 

 
(d) Up-Down 

Figure 3. Different trends in query popularity. (y-axis in 
log scale) 
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•  Temporal query categorization based on two dimensions:
1.  Popularity changes

•  Number of spikes

•  Shape of spikes 
•  Query periodicity
•  Overall trend

2.  Content changes
•  Query-dependent (TF-IDF)
•  Query-independent (Dice)

Detecting and Categorizing Temporal Queries !

[Adar et al., WSDM 2009] 
[Kulkarni et al., WSDM 2011]

we explore these relationships.  Here we focus on patterns of change 
to query popularity in isolation. 

4.1.1 Measures of Query Popularity Change 
We characterize the distribution of query popularity along four 
dimensions: the number of spikes, the shape of the spikes, the query’s 
periodicity, and the overall trend in popularity.   This classification 
scheme was iteratively developed using an affinity diagramming 
technique [7].  The 100 queries were categorized in a two-phase 
process, first analyzing all of the query popularity shapes to develop a 
categorization scheme, and then re-analyzing all queries to assign 
them to a category. 

Number of spikes (0, 1 or multiple): A spike occurs when there is a 
sudden increase followed by a corresponding decrease in query 
popularity.  This attribute captures the number of times such a change 
occurs during the 10 week study period.  Figure 1 (a, b, c) gives 
examples of queries with 0, 1 and multiple spikes. The three temporal 
query profiles proposed by Jones and Diaz [19] correspond to the 
above three possible values (0, 1, or M) of this query popularity 
feature. 

Periodicity (yes, no): A consistent repetitive pattern of spikes during 
the time-frame of the study is considered a periodicity. Figures 1 (d) 
shows an example of a periodic query.  Most other queries shown, 
Figures 1 (a, b, c), are not periodic. 

Shape (wedge, sail, castle): When a query spikes, the spike can have 
one of the following shapes.  

Wedge: The popularity rises over time at the same rate that it later 
falls off. (See Figure 2 (a).) 

Castle: The popularity changes (rises or drops), and stays at the new 
level for a relatively long period of time (roughly a few weeks or 
more).  (See Figure 2 (b).) 

Sail: The query’s popularity rises somewhat slowly (roughly over a 
week) and then dramatically drops off over a short period of time 
(roughly 1-2 days) or conversely rises sharply but drops off 
slowly after reaching the peak popularity. (See Figure 2 (c, d).) 

Queries that did not spike or that had multiple spikes that exhibited 
inconsistent patterns in shape were not classified according to spike 
shape.  An example can be seen in Figure 1 (a). 

Trend (up, down, flat, up-down): The query popularity can exhibit 
an overall increase or decrease over the duration of the study. The 
trend attribute encodes this property of popularity. Examples are 
given in Figure 3, showing downward, upward, flat and up-down 
trends. 

4.1.2 Understanding Query Popularity Change 
We now look more deeply at the groups of queries that emerged from 
the above classification of popularity, focusing first on the number of 
spikes and the spike shapes, next on periodicities, and finally on 
overall trends in popularity. 

During the time-frame of this study, 10% of the queries never spiked, 
47% spiked once, and 43% spiked multiple times.   A majority of the 
queries that did not spike could be characterized as broad, general 
queries, such as church, congratulations and wedding.  For these 
queries, in the absence of an emergent focused intent, the query 
popularity stayed relatively flat.  The queries that spiked once 
were more focused or clearly defined.  Many of these queries 

 
(a) 0 spikes 

 
(b) 1 spike 

 
(c) Multiple spikes 

 
(d) Periodic 

Figure 1.  Different queries had different numbers of 
spikes in query popularity during the study period. 

 
(a) Wedge 

 
(b) Castle 

 
(c) Left Sail 

 
(d) Right Sail 

Figure 2.  When a query spiked in popularity, the  spike 
could occur in a variety of different shapes. 

 
(a) Downward trend 

 
(b) Upward trend 

 
(c) Flat 

 
(d) Up-Down 

Figure 3. Different trends in query popularity. (y-axis in 
log scale) 
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•  Temporal query categorization based on two dimensions:
1.  Popularity changes

•  Number of spikes

•  Shape of spikes 
•  Query periodicity
•  Overall trend

2.  Content changes
•  Query-dependent (TF-IDF)
•  Query-independent (Dice)

Detecting and Categorizing Temporal Queries !

[Adar et al., WSDM 2009] 
[Kulkarni et al., WSDM 2011]

4.1. Temporal Query Intent 43

time, e.g., perfume bottles, longaberger baskets and hanna andersson, and
(4) Hogbacks: steadily increased or evolving over time like a trend, e.g.,
products penetrate the market and their popularity steadily grows af-
ter launch, e.g., Treo, T-Mobile products and launch of some toys like
Transformers.

Kulkarni et al. (2011) propose a classification scheme for tempo-
ral queries by observing changes to query popularity over time, as well
as changes to other components, i.e., document content and relevance.
Queries with similar patterns could be classified into the same temporal
group. They characterize the distribution of query popularity along four
dimensions: 1) the number of spikes, 2) the shape of spikes, 3) query
periodicity, and 4) an overall trend in popularity. This classification
scheme was iteratively developed using an a�nity diagramming tech-
nique (Beyer and Holtzblatt, 1998). Kulkarni et al. (2011) categorize 100
queries using a two-phase process by first analyzing all of the query pop-
ularity shapes to develop a categorization scheme, and then re-analyzing
all queries to classify them. Table 4.1 summarizes the features used for
categorizing queries based on their popularity changes.

In addition to popularity change features, Kulkarni et al. (2011)
measure result content changes as an indicator that a particular infor-
mation need evolves, new relevant pages are created, old pages die, and
others are updated. In their work, two types of content change features
were used: (1) query-dependent, i.e., the term frequency (TF) of the
query on page over the studied period, and (2) query-independent, i.e.,
using the Dice coe�cient, as a measure of how much the overall page
content changes over time. The Dice coe�cient measures the textual
overlap among di�erent document versions, which can be computed as:

Dice(Wi, Wj) = 2 Wi fl Wj

|Wi| + |Wj | , (4.2)

where Wi and Wj are sets of words for the document at time i and j,
respectively. This metric is also used by Adar et al. (2009) for measuring
the temporal dynamics of web content. The relationship between the
degree of changes in query popularity and result content change reveals
some interesting insights, which are summarized as follows.
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•  High popularity change, Low content change. Annual events like Easter 
(hard boiled eggs) or April 15 US tax day (taxes online)

•  High popularity change, High content change.  Ongoing events, e.g., the 
query mlb, exhibited a lot of change in both measurements because 
the baseball season began

•  Periodic/aperiodic, High content change. Periodic queries (e.g., TV 
shows or sports events) change more than aperiodic queries (such 
as, celebrity queries)

Key Findings!
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Overview of Research Topics!

1. Temporal Query Intent

2. Dynamic Query Subtopics

1.1 Mining Temporal Patterns in Query Streams
-  Analyzing Changes in Query Popularity
-  Detecting and Categorizing Temporal Queries
-  Modeling and Predicting Popularity Changes

1.2 Analyzing Top-k Search Results
-  Learning to Classify Temporal Queries
-  Determining Relevant Time for Queries

2.1 Mining Subtopics from Query Logs
2.2 Mining Subtopics from Documents
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•  Using time-series analyses to capture temporal dynamics
•  Three features extracted from time-series data

1.  Seasonality

2.  Trend
3.  Surprise

Modeling and Predicting Changes in Query Popularity !

[Diaz and Jones, SIGIR 2004] 
[Shokouhi, SIGIR 2011]
[Radinsky et al., WWW 2012]
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•  Detecting seasonal queries [Shokouhi, SIGIR 2011]
•  Annual events (e.g., US Open and Easter)
•  Recurring events (e.g., FIFA World Cup and Olympic Games)

•  Time-series decomposition based on Holt-Winters adaptive 
exponential smoothing

•  Input: time-series data, Y
•  Output: 3 main components (level L, trend T and seasonal S) 

Seasonality!
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Time-series Decomposition!

Query: Easter Query: World cup 
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•  Compute a cosine similarity as seasonality

•  Y is the original time-series data
•  S is the seasonal component

Seasonality Score !
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•  Detecting trends or emerging events by their predictability
•  Autocorrelation, a cross correlation with itself or between its past 

and future values at different time lags

•  where lag=1, shifting the second time series by one day, called 
first-order autocorrelation

•  The stronger inter-day dependencies, the higher value for 
autocorrelation

Autocorrelation!
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•  Detecting unseen events or surprisingly popular queries [Radinsky et 
al., WWW 2012]
•  Assume an unplanned event happening when there is a 

significant prediction error

•  Compute the sum of squared errors of prediction (SSE) using a 
simple linear regression model

Surprise !
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Overview of Research Topics!

1. Temporal Query Intent

2. Dynamic Query Subtopics

1.1 Mining Temporal Patterns in Query Streams
-  Analyzing Changes in Query Popularity
-  Detecting and Categorizing Temporal Queries
-  Modeling and Predicting Popularity Changes

1.2 Analyzing Top-k Search Results
-  Learning to Classify Temporal Queries
-  Determining Relevant Time for Queries

2.1 Mining Subtopics from Query Logs
2.2 Mining Subtopics from Documents
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•  When no long-term query logs available, temporal query 
intent can be determined by analyzing search results

•  [Diaz and Jones, SIGIR 2004] introduced temporal profiles,  
referring to the temporal characteristics of a query

•  where P(t|q) is the probability of a publication date t given q 

•  P(q|d) is a document relevance score obtained by relevance 
language modeling [Lavrenko and Croft, SIGIR 2001]

Analyzing Top-k Search Results !

4.1. Temporal Query Intent 49

query using a probability distribution P (t|q), where t is the day rele-
vant to the searcher. They assume the top-k retrieved documents Dq

for a given query q as a proxy for the set of relevant documents, and
weight each by the estimated relevance scores obtained from the re-
trieval model.

P (t|q) =
ÿ

dœDq

P (t|d) P (q|d)
q

dÕœDq
P (q|dÕ) , (4.5)

where P (t|q) is the probability of generating a publication date t given
q and Dq is top-k documents retrieved with respect to q. P (t|q) is
defined using relevance language modeling presented by Lavrenko and
Croft (2001), that is, the top-k retrieved documents Dq are considered
and weighed according to the document’s probability of relevance, i.e,
P (q|d). In other words, P (q|d) is a retrieval score of d for a particular
ranking model.

P (t|d) =

Y
]

[
0 if PubTime(d) ”= t,

1 if PubTime(d) = t.

(4.6)

The probability distribution might not be available for all dates due
to missing result documents for a specific date. Thus, the overall dis-
tribution should be smoothing with an appropriate background prob-
ability to handle potential irregularities in the collection distribution
over time. Background smoothing replaces zero probability events with
a very small probability, where we have to assign a very small likelihood
of a topic being discussed on days where we have no explicit evidence.
The final probability Â

P (t|q) can be computed as follows:

Â
P (t|q) = ⁄P (t|q) + (1 ≠ ⁄)P (t|C) , (4.7)

where ⁄ is a smoothing parameter. More precisely, P (t|C) is the prob-
ability of a publication date t in the collection C calculated as:

P (t|C) = 1
|C|

ÿ

dœC

P (t|d) . (4.8)

Note that, some smoothing methods (e.g., moving average) other
than the one described above can be an alternative as well.

4.1. Temporal Query Intent 49

query using a probability distribution P (t|q), where t is the day rele-
vant to the searcher. They assume the top-k retrieved documents Dq

for a given query q as a proxy for the set of relevant documents, and
weight each by the estimated relevance scores obtained from the re-
trieval model.

P (t|q) =
ÿ

dœDq

P (t|d) P (q|d)
q

dÕœDq
P (q|dÕ) , (4.5)

where P (t|q) is the probability of generating a publication date t given
q and Dq is top-k documents retrieved with respect to q. P (t|q) is
defined using relevance language modeling presented by Lavrenko and
Croft (2001), that is, the top-k retrieved documents Dq are considered
and weighed according to the document’s probability of relevance, i.e,
P (q|d). In other words, P (q|d) is a retrieval score of d for a particular
ranking model.

P (t|d) =

Y
]

[
0 if PubTime(d) ”= t,

1 if PubTime(d) = t.

(4.6)

The probability distribution might not be available for all dates due
to missing result documents for a specific date. Thus, the overall dis-
tribution should be smoothing with an appropriate background prob-
ability to handle potential irregularities in the collection distribution
over time. Background smoothing replaces zero probability events with
a very small probability, where we have to assign a very small likelihood
of a topic being discussed on days where we have no explicit evidence.
The final probability Â

P (t|q) can be computed as follows:

Â
P (t|q) = ⁄P (t|q) + (1 ≠ ⁄)P (t|C) , (4.7)

where ⁄ is a smoothing parameter. More precisely, P (t|C) is the prob-
ability of a publication date t in the collection C calculated as:

P (t|C) = 1
|C|

ÿ

dœC

P (t|d) . (4.8)

Note that, some smoothing methods (e.g., moving average) other
than the one described above can be an alternative as well.
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•  Three class of queries categorized by temporal profiles

Temporal Profiles of Queries!

[Diaz and Jones,  SIGIR 2004]

Temporally unambiguous Temporally ambiguous

Atemporal
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Overview of Research Topics!

1. Temporal Query Intent

2. Dynamic Query Subtopics

1.1 Mining Temporal Patterns in Query Streams
-  Analyzing Changes in Query Popularity
-  Detecting and Categorizing Temporal Queries
-  Modeling and Predicting Popularity Changes

1.2 Analyzing Top-k Search Results
-  Learning to Classify Temporal Queries
-  Determining Relevant Time for Queries

2.1 Mining Subtopics from Query Logs
2.2 Mining Subtopics from Documents
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•  Using Temporal Profiles of Queries for Precision Prediction 
[Diaz and Jones, SIGIR 2004]
•  Three classes: temporally unambiguous, temporally 

ambiguous, and atemporal

•  Method: state-of-the-art classification algorithms
•  Features: temporal profiles and other features (temporal KL-

divergence, autocorrelation, kurtosis, burst-related features)

•  Temporalia NTCIR-11 [Joho et al., TempWeb 2014]

•  Temporal Query Intent Categorization (TQIC) Task
•  Four classes: past, recency, future and atemporal
•  Participants: 6 teams (17 formal runs)

Learning to Classify Temporal Queries !
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•  Taking into account hitting time and event aspects

•  Novel taxonomy of temporal queries:
1. Anticipated

2. Breaking
3. Commemorative
4. Meme

5. Ongoing
6. Atemporal

•  Method: a novel deep learning model, called Stacked Multilayer 
Perceptron Networks (S-MLPs)

Learning Dynamic Classes of Event-related Queries!

125
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...

Inputs MLP

MLP

MLP Outputs

X1

X2

...

...

Xm

y1

y2

...

...

ym

atemporal? 
breaking? 
ongoing?
anticipated?
meme?
commemorative?

Stacked Multilayer Perceptron

•  Deep learning architecture
•  Use a multi-layer perceptron as a basic learning unit 
•  Assemble stacked units to learn complex relationships 

•  Handle imbalanced data from various dynamic classes

•  Multi-class classification problem

•  Input: Xi is a feature vector
•  Output: Yi∈{0,..., m} is a label
•  Goal: to minimize δ(Yi, yi) 

Stacked Multilayer Perceptron Networks (S-MLP) !

[Kanhabua et al., Neu-IR 2016]
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Classification Features!

Table 1: List of features used in our event-related query classification task: long-span denoting features obtained from a long
time-span temporal document collection, and short-span referring features from a query log with a short time-span.

Feature Description Feature Description

long span acf long-span autocorrelation short span acf short-span autocorrelation
long span seasonal long-span seasonality short span seasonal short-span seasonality
long span kurtosis long-span kurtosis short span kurtosis short-span kurtosis
long span KL PT long-span KL divergence prediction sse prediction error
burstLength longest burst duration t scope trending scope
burstWeight maximum burst weight t level trending amplitude
noOfBursts number of bursts avgFreq average frequency
isPer if a query contains person entities maxFreq maximum frequency
isLoc if a query contains location entities CElong click entropy for 14 days
isOrg if a query contains organization entities CEshort click entropy for 3 days
isTempEx if a query contains temporal expressions CEper ratio of CEshort to CElong
noOfQueries number of queries in a query cluster (C) sumCFreq sum of query frequency in C
burstDistM distance from the max burst avgCFreq average of query frequency in C
burstDistL distance from the longest duration burst maxCFreq maximum of query frequency in C

...

Inputs MLP

MLP

MLP Outputs

X1

X2

...

...

Xm

y1

y2

...

...

ym

atemporal? 
breaking? 
ongoing?
anticipated?
meme?
commemorative?

Stacked Multilayer Perceptron

Figure 2: The architecture of our proposed Stacked Multilayer Perceptron, which consists of multiple basic MLP units. Each
MLP unit takes the output of the former MLP unit as input, and its output is considered as the input of successive unit. By
stacking this way, complicated relationships between queries are expressive.

[Kanhabua et al., Neu-IR 2016]
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•  Query logs:
•  AOL: 30M queries March 1 - May 31, 2006
•  MSN: 15M queries from May 2006

•  Temporal collection:
•  The New York Times Annotated Corpus
•  1.8M documents from 1987 – 2007

•  Relevant judgement:
•  Label(q,Te,tq), a triple of a query q, an event date Te, and hitting 

time tq, 

•  Totally 10,370 triples labelled (988 of anticipated, 531 of 
breaking, 304 of commemorative, 315 of meme, 2,520 of 
ongoing, and 5,712 of atemporal) 

Experiments!

[Kanhabua et al., Neu-IR 2016]
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Results!

[Kanhabua et al., Neu-IR 2016]
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Overview of Research Topics!

1. Temporal Query Intent

2. Dynamic Query Subtopics

1.1 Mining Temporal Patterns in Query Streams
-  Analyzing Changes in Query Popularity
-  Detecting and Categorizing Temporal Queries
-  Modeling and Predicting Popularity Changes

1.2 Analyzing Top-k Search Results
-  Learning to Classify Temporal Queries
-  Determining Relevant Time for Queries

2.1 Mining Subtopics from Query Logs
2.2 Mining Subtopics from Documents
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•  Event-driven queries contain highly variable subtopics
•  Impact on search, e.g., ranking and result diversification
•  Methods: extracting Wikipedia (section hierarchy), query logs, and 

external document collections

•  Examples of dynamic subtopics for a given query: ncaa

Dynamic Query Subtopics!

[Whiting et al., SIGIR 2013] 
[Nguyen et al., ECIR 2014] 

march madness
began

14/03/2006

ncaa women 
tournament began

18/03/2006 01/04/2006

final four began

(pre-event) (ongoing-)

(post-event)
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Mining Subtopics from Historical Query Logs !

co-click bipartite

q1

q2
.
.

qn

related queries

querying
time t

clustering

subtopics

querying
time t + 1

[Nguyen et al., ECIR 2014] 

centroid of a cluster
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Dynamic Subtopics Mined from Query Logs !
58 Temporal Query Analysis

Table 4.2: Top-10 dynamic query subtopics ordered by weights for the query ncaa.

March 14

subtopic c w(c)
march madness
schedule

0.0132

ncaa basketball
tournament

0.0117

nfl draft 0.0068
selection sunday 0.0048
oakland raiders 0.0037
2006 ncaa tourna-
ment bracket

0.0032

brad hopkins re-
leased nfl

0.0026

roger clemens 0.0023
ncaa division ii 0.0021
college basketball 0.0014

March 31

subtopic c w(c)
oakland raiders 0.0100
ncaaw 0.0090
tito francona 0.0042
ncaa brackets 0.0031
ncaa division ii 0.0029
andy goram 0.0024
lakers 0.0024
ncaa women’s bas-
ketball tournament
bracket

0.0024

ncaa basketball
brackets

0.0021

nit brackets 0.0021

April 07

subtopic c w(c)
ncaa women’s bas-
ketball tournament

0.0122

ncaa basketball
tournament

0.0053

cbs sports line 0.0049
ncaaw 0.0033
ncaa final four 0.0031
ncaa wrestling 0.0029
march madness
bracket

0.0028

ncaa basketball re-
sults

0.0019

andy goram 0.0009
ncaa division ii 0.0009

where relatedness(c,q) is measured as a RWR score of c with respect
to q. The parameter k is the number of clusters determined by AP
clustering algorithm.

Table 4.2 shows the temporal subtopics of the query ncaa mined from
the AOL query log at three di�erent hitting times. Subtopics retrieved
on March 14, 2006 reflect pre-event aspects, such as, march madness,
whereas the subtopic ncaa women’s basketball tournament bracket ap-
pears in the top-ranked list of March 31 since it refers to an ongoing
event began around March 18. Interestingly, various aspects are post-

event or refer to the later stage of the tournament have emerged on
April 7, namely, ncaa basketball results and ncaa final four.

4.2.2 Mining Subtopics from a Document Collection

An alternative method is mining dynamic subtopics from a temporal
document collection. Nguyen and Kanhabua (2014) make use of Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003), an unsupervised method
to model latent query subtopics from a set of relevant documents D at
a particular time period. Each subtopic c œ C is modeled as multino-
mial distribution of words, a document d œ D composes of a mixture
of topics. There are several reasons for choosing LDA for mining latent

[Nguyen et al., ECIR 2014] 
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•  Using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [Blei et al., J. Mach. Learn. Res. 
2003]
•  An unsupervised model of latent query subtopics
•  Directly integrate into probabilistic subtopic models

•  TREC Blog08 Collection

•  High-quality data with aspects underlying a target collection
•  Input: a set of relevant documents at different time

Mining Subtopics from a Document Collection !

[Nguyen et al., ECIR 2014] 
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Dynamic Subtopics Mined from a Document Collection !

[Nguyen et al., ECIR 2014] 

60 Temporal Query Analysis

Table 4.3: Subtopics associated to the query apple using LDA-based subtopic mining
from TREC Blog08.

iphone

word w P (w|c)
iphone 0.652

software 0.276
developers 0.220

app 0.212
nda 0.192
store 0.143

application 0.120

macbook

word w P (w|c)
macbook 0.999

apple 0.511
pro 0.404

nvidia 0.280
graphics 0.252

air 0.137
ghz 0.127

fruit

word w P (w|c)
apple 0.397
tree 0.192
trees 0.118
fruit 0.110

garden 0.092
varieties 0.056
growing 0.045

pie

word w P (w|c)
apple 0.480
pie 0.220

butter 0.185
recipe 0.181
sugar 0.134
juice 0.125
cup 0.116

The weight of subtopic c can be estimated at every hitting time. The
weight w(c) reflects the probability that a given query q implies c. The
probability that q belongs to c, P (c|q), is determined as the popularity
of the subtopic in the studied time slice of the document collection.
It is calculated as the proportion between the total probabilities of all
documents belongs to a subtopic, and the number of documents in the
time slice.

P (c|q) =

q

dœDt

P (c|d)

|Dt|
, (4.14)

where P (c|d) is calculated from the Dirichlet prior topic distribution of
LDA as follow.

P (ci|dj) Ã P (dj |ci)P (ci) =
Ÿ

P (w|ci) P (ci), (4.15)
where P (w|cj) and p(cj) can be determined using Gibbs sampling pro-
posed by Gri�ths and Steyvers (2004). The example output of subtopics
mining using LDA for the query apple is illustrated in Table 4.3. There
are four of the retrieved subtopics presented, namely, iphone, macbook,
fruit and pie. Each subtopic is represented by the list of words ranked
by its probability of belonging to the subtopic.

4.3 Time-aware Query Enhancement

Query enhancement refers to IR techniques for improving the overall
retrieval e�ectiveness or increasing a positive user experience. Basic
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Summary!

1. Temporal Query Intent

2. Dynamic Query Subtopics

1.1 Mining Temporal Patterns in Query Streams
-  Analyzing Changes in Query Popularity
-  Detecting and Categorizing Temporal Queries
-  Modeling and Predicting Popularity Changes

1.2 Analyzing Top-k Search Results
-  Learning to Classify Temporal Queries
-  Determining Relevant Time for Queries

2.1 Mining Subtopics from Query Logs
2.2 Mining Subtopics from Documents
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Applica9ons	of	Temporal	IR	
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•  Big data analysts and social informatics researchers, who want to 
enhance their algorithms to deal with social data, gain multi-disciplinary research 
skills, harmonise existing data and analytics infrastructures, and engage other 
research communities in the development of these key enabling technologies for 
the future digital economy and society

•  Economists, social science and humanities researchers, journalists, 
policy and law makers, who have to analyse the avalanche of (big) social data, 
in order to gain insight and actionable knowledge

•  Researchers in related communities, who would like to use the algorithms, 
the analytical competences and data infrastructure 

•  Industrial innovators & startuppers, who would like to create rapid proof-
of-concepts of data-driven innovative ideas and services

•  The public as a whole, who would like to understand their role in the 
production, consumption and value-creating of social data

The SoBigData Stakeholders 
Temporal IR Users!
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Application Areas!

(1)
Web Archive Search
News Archive Search

(2)
Temporal	Analy9cs	and	

Explora9on	

(3)
Temporal	Clustering	and	

Summariza9on	

(4)
Search	the	Past	

Future	Event	Retrieval	
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Application Areas!

(1)
Web Archive Search
News Archive Search

(2)
Temporal	Analy9cs	and	

Explora9on	

(3)
Temporal	Clustering	and	

Summariza9on	

(4)
Search	the	Past	

Future	Event	Retrieval	
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•  Users from various disciplines:
•  Social scientists and political scientists
•  Historians, librarians, and journalists

•  Search intent:
•  Complex, information seeking behaviors

•  Required creating subsets of a collection

•  Existing archive search engines

•  WayBack Machine, and Archive-IT
•  Google news archive

•  ALEXANDRIA entity-oriented archive search

Web Archives as Scholarly Source !
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WayBack Machine !
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Archive-IT!
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Archive-IT!
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Archive-IT: Keyword-based Search!
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Archive-IT: Keyword-based Search!
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Archive-IT: Keyword-based Search!
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Entity-oriented Web Archive Search!

[Kanhabua et al., TPDL 2016]
148

http://alexandria-project.eu/archivesearch/
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Google News Archive !
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Google News Archive !
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Do not handle name changes 
over time
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Application Areas!

(1)
Web Archive Search
News Archive Search

(2)
Temporal	Analy9cs	and	

Explora9on	

(3)
Temporal	Clustering	and	

Summariza9on	

(4)
Search	the	Past	

Future	Event	Retrieval	
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Yahoo! Time Explorer!

[Matthews et al., HCIR Workshop 2010]
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ShiCo: Visualizing Shifting Concepts over Time !

representations of words in a semantic vector space (Mikolov et al. 2013) – are employed to capture the 
meaning of words in a particular time period. Semantic networks of words and their neighbors in the 
semantic vector space are constructed over time, and an aggregation algorithm is employed to arrive at 
the final vocabularies being displayed to the user. ShiCo visualizes both the final vocabularies and the 
underlying semantic networks. 

ShiCo consists of two parts: a RESTful API back end and a web-based front end. The API is written in 
Python. The front end uses AngularJS and NVD3. ShiCo is completely open source, and both the code 
and the word embedding models needed for calculating the vocabularies are available on Github 
(https://github.com/NLeSC/ShiCo). 

 

 
Figure 1: Screenshots of ShiCo interface 
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•  Data: >600.000 digitized newspaper issues 
from the Dutch National Library

•  Multi-dimensional word-vector space using 
Google’s word2vec (word embeddings)

•  Tracing concepts: identify words remain and 
disappear from network!

Ad Hoc Monitoring of Vocabulary Shifts over Time !

1 model = 10 years

40 models for period between 1950-1990

[Kenter et al., CIKM 2015] 

3.1 Overview
Our algorithms for monitoring shifts in vocabulary over time use

three components: sliding time windows, generation algorithm and
aggregation algorithm.

We use time windows of multiple years in length (we experiment
with 5 and 10 year time windows in our experiments in §5) and ex-
tract documents out of our corpus that were published within the
time window. The window length is in years and every next win-
dow starts one year later than the previous window. If we use, e.g.,
ten-year windows, and the overall time period starts in 1950, we
have a 1950–1959 window, a 1951–1960 window, etc. From the
documents published within a time window we compute a seman-
tic model (see §2.5). So we have one semantic model for each
sliding window in time. The computation of the semantic models
is a pre-processing step. It is done only once for a given corpus.

As mentioned in §1 when discussing requirement 4, the opti-
mal period for outputting vocabularies is five years. However, the
sliding windows are one year apart. Because of this, our method for
constructing vocabularies over time comprises two algorithms. The
first algorithm, which we refer to as the generation algorithm, out-
puts a series of vocabularies, one for each sliding time window, us-
ing a semantic network from the semantic model constructed from
the documents in the time window. The second algorithm, which
we refer to as the aggregation algorithm, aggregates over the vo-
cabularies generated by the generation algorithm to produce the
final vocabularies for the desired time period.

The generation algorithm uses graph-based measures to extract
the most salient words from a semantic network for a given time
window. The salient words are used as input to the next iteration of
the algorithm. In short, the generation algorithm takes the original
user-provided words as its input and adaptively updates this seed
set by iterating over the sliding time windows.

Our algorithms for generating shifting vocabularies over time are
completely unsupervised. No labelled training data is needed. Fur-
thermore, no pre-defined ontologies are necessary. Only a large
amount of unlabelled data is needed to derive word vectors from.

In what follows we describe three methods of generating shifting
vocabularies over time. The adaptive method uses both the gener-
ation algorithm and the aggregation algorithm. The non-adaptive
only uses the aggregation algorithm to aggregate over vocabular-
ies generated from the sliding time windows. The hybrid method
combines the vocabularies produced by the adaptive and non-adap-
tive methods. As the sliding time windows are used by all three
methods, we first turn to discussing these.

3.1.1 Sliding time windows
As detailed in §2.2 the intuition underlying our model for mon-

itoring shifts in vocabulary over time is that word meanings, and
the semantic relations between words, shift gradually and continu-
ously over time [4, 20, 27]. To make use of this continuum when
constructing semantic models, we split the time period we are mon-
itoring in multiple time windows, and calculate a semantic model
from each of these windows. I.e., we extract all documents from the
corpus that were published in the desired time window and train a
word2vec model on their text contents.

To be sensitive to rapid changes, it would be beneficial to have
short time windows. However, previous research has proven that
the quality of the semantic models inferred by word2vec is higher
when more training data is used [21]. We solve this conflict in re-
quirements on the size of the training data for the semantic models
by using overlapping time windows. By taking an extended pe-
riod of time, we obtain a sufficient amount of data for constructing
high-quality semantic models. As the windows are only one year

apart from each other, changes in the semantic relations between
words can be detected between subsequent models, while the vast
majority of relations will remain stable, due to the overlap.

3.2 Adaptive method for generating shifting
vocabularies over time

In this section we describe the generation algorithm and the ag-
gregation algorithm, for our adaptive method of monitoring shifting
vocabularies over time.

3.2.1 Generation algorithm; generating shifting vo-
cabularies over time

expand to
semantic graph
with
semantic space
for time t+1

vocabulary at time t

prune

t = t + 1

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the generation algorithm
for generating vocabularies over time.

In Figure 1 a schematic overview is given of the generation algo-
rithm for generating vocabularies over time from sliding windows.
Every iteration consists of an expansion step and a pruning step.
In the expansion step, a semantic graph is constructed from a list
of seed terms and a semantic space. In the pruning step, the top
terms, according to a graph-based measure, are extracted from the
graph. This vocabulary is the input to the next iteration. As can be
seen from this schematic overview, the original input words do not
necessarily end up in the vocabulary one (or more) iterations later.

In Algorithm 1 the pseudocode for the generation algorithm is
provided. At the very first iteration, the input consists of the seed
set as provided by the user (Algorithm 1, line 1). As a key require-
ment of our method is limited effort by the user, we use only a few
terms (typically one or two) as input. In the outer loop is carried
out K times (line 2), once for every semantic model, derived from
the K sliding time windows. In the expansion step (line 4–8), we
construct a weighted, directed, partial semantic graph from the set
of seed terms, given the semantic space from the next time window.
To do this, we obtain the related terms for every word in the seed
set, with a minimum similarity & (line 5). Per seed set term we take
at most n related terms. The terms obtained in this manner are the
vertices of our graph. Form these vertices we construct a semantic
graph (line 9). The edges in the graph are directed and weighted.
We draw an edge from vertex wi to wj if wj is in the list of related
words of wi. The weight on the edge is determined by the strength
of the association between wi and wj in the semantic space. The
network is partial as we do not construct an extensive network of
all possible vertices (i.e., all word types in the corpus), but rather
extract the part of the network in the vicinity of the seed terms. In
the pruning step the top-n terms are selected relative to their degree
centrality in the semantic network (line 10).

We use elementary variants of degree centrality: in-degree and
out-degree. More involved measures like PageRank can be consid-
ered as well, especially when larger parts of the graph are extracted.

1194
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Application Areas!

(1)
Web Archive Search
News Archive Search

(2)
Temporal	Analy9cs	and	

Explora9on	

(3)
Temporal	Clustering	and	

Summariza9on	

(4)
Search	the	Past	

Future	Event	Retrieval	
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Clustering and Exploring Search Results using Timeline !

[Alonso et al., CIKM 2009] 

can enter query terms and explore the resulting document clusters
returned for a query.

In the prototype, the year timeline is used as initial time out-
line for the result documents and clusters, respectively. Using the
match functions, the implementation of TCluster also determines
a ranking of the documents in each cluster (cf. Section 5.3). For
this, the sentence level distance between the query and temporal
expressions is used.

Figure 1: Timeline cluster for the query [football world cup]

Information about the document cluster is sent back to the user
interface client and displayed along a timeline in descending year
order. As can be seen in Figure 1, for each cluster (labeled with a
year chronon), the number of documents in the cluster is shown. A
cluster can be expanded, allowing the user to explore the documents
in a cluster based on more fine-grained timelines, according to the
clustering exploration step described in Section 5.4.

Compared to similar exploratory search interfaces like the one
presented by Ringel et al. [28], our system differs in a number of
ways. Instead of using an “object” timestamp (e.g., a document,
email message, or presentation), we leverage both temporal expres-
sions and document metadata, because document timestamps alone
can often be misleading. We also do not restrict the search space to
a personal desktop environment, because we believe that timelines
should be an integral part of information exploration applications
as add-ons to standard retrieval and search applications.

For exploratory search systems, taking advantage of temporal
expressions embedded within a document leads to a much richer
framework for exploration. We believe this is an important ingre-
dient for the information forager who is trying to see the profit in
terms of the interaction cost required to gain useful information for
an information source [23]. Users tend to prefer sources (in this
case search engines) that are richer in good results. These good re-
sults involve adding important nuggets, such as time information.

We also constructed another interface that leverages Twitter search
results. Instead of listing all twitts sorted by recency, we can cluster
twitts according to the timestamp. In this particular case, there is
no need to use any of the processing pipeline due to the short text
content (only 140 characters) so we use the timestamps of every
post to cluster the hit list. Still, we can map the stream of twitts to
a more meaningful user interface, as shown in Figure 2.

7. EVALUATION AND RESULTS
The primary objective of our evaluation here is to show the clear

advantage our temporal clustering approach has over existing docu-
ment clustering approaches that only perform document clustering
based on document timestamps. We also aim to show that cluster-

Figure 2: Timeline cluster for [avian flu] twitts.

ing results determined by our approach are indeed more meaning-
ful than such standard clusters and also allow for flexible document
and cluster exploration based on different timelines and time gran-
ules, respectively.

7.1 Evaluation Guidelines
There has only been little work published on evaluation for auto-

matically generated timelines. We adopt some of the evaluation
guidelines for automated testing that are outlined on Cronopath
[11]. There are two important features of a timeline that we are
interested in: precision and presentation.

Precision is defined as the fraction of the retrieved documents
that are relevant. The main point here is that all relevant documents
must be included in the timeline. The timeline should also contain
appropriate labels for each time granule. Presentation involves dis-
playing the timeline in a graphical form. The most intuitive way is
to draw a line and mark the main time granules from left to right in
ascending order, thus forming a time outline.

We conducted a number of experiments with our time-based doc-
ument clustering approach and prototype. The first set of experi-
ments uses part of the well-known Internet directory DMOZ [12].
The second set of experiments uses a document collection in which
temporal expression have been manually annotated using TimeML.
The last set of experiments include relevance assessment for queries
using a graded relevance scale.

7.2 DMOZ
DMOZ is a multilingual open content directory, which is con-

structed and maintained by a community of volunteers. For the ex-
periment, we took the DMOZ category “World Cup” in the larger
category soccer/football. The “World Cup” category contains a col-
lection of articles that have been put into context by users, mean-
ing that each document corresponds to either of the World Cups in
2010, 2006, 2002, 1998 and 1994, leading to a user-specified col-
lection of five document clusters. We used a crawler to obtain all
documents in this category and applied the document processing
pipeline presented in Section 6.1 and TCluster algorithm to com-
pare the number of clusters obtained through TCluster with the 5
pre-defined clusters in this category. In terms of precision of the
timeline, the number of pre-defined categories in the World Cup
category (5) is lower than the number of clusters determined by
TCluster (21)

While this DMOZ entry has only 5 categories that represent the
past four tournaments and the forthcoming one, TCluster deter-
mined 16 more clusters. Why this discrepancy? It is clear that
each World Cup document has a single event as the main theme.
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can enter query terms and explore the resulting document clusters
returned for a query.

In the prototype, the year timeline is used as initial time out-
line for the result documents and clusters, respectively. Using the
match functions, the implementation of TCluster also determines
a ranking of the documents in each cluster (cf. Section 5.3). For
this, the sentence level distance between the query and temporal
expressions is used.

Figure 1: Timeline cluster for the query [football world cup]
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We also constructed another interface that leverages Twitter search
results. Instead of listing all twitts sorted by recency, we can cluster
twitts according to the timestamp. In this particular case, there is
no need to use any of the processing pipeline due to the short text
content (only 140 characters) so we use the timestamps of every
post to cluster the hit list. Still, we can map the stream of twitts to
a more meaningful user interface, as shown in Figure 2.
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ment clustering approaches that only perform document clustering
based on document timestamps. We also aim to show that cluster-
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ing results determined by our approach are indeed more meaning-
ful than such standard clusters and also allow for flexible document
and cluster exploration based on different timelines and time gran-
ules, respectively.

7.1 Evaluation Guidelines
There has only been little work published on evaluation for auto-

matically generated timelines. We adopt some of the evaluation
guidelines for automated testing that are outlined on Cronopath
[11]. There are two important features of a timeline that we are
interested in: precision and presentation.

Precision is defined as the fraction of the retrieved documents
that are relevant. The main point here is that all relevant documents
must be included in the timeline. The timeline should also contain
appropriate labels for each time granule. Presentation involves dis-
playing the timeline in a graphical form. The most intuitive way is
to draw a line and mark the main time granules from left to right in
ascending order, thus forming a time outline.

We conducted a number of experiments with our time-based doc-
ument clustering approach and prototype. The first set of experi-
ments uses part of the well-known Internet directory DMOZ [12].
The second set of experiments uses a document collection in which
temporal expression have been manually annotated using TimeML.
The last set of experiments include relevance assessment for queries
using a graded relevance scale.

7.2 DMOZ
DMOZ is a multilingual open content directory, which is con-

structed and maintained by a community of volunteers. For the ex-
periment, we took the DMOZ category “World Cup” in the larger
category soccer/football. The “World Cup” category contains a col-
lection of articles that have been put into context by users, mean-
ing that each document corresponds to either of the World Cups in
2010, 2006, 2002, 1998 and 1994, leading to a user-specified col-
lection of five document clusters. We used a crawler to obtain all
documents in this category and applied the document processing
pipeline presented in Section 6.1 and TCluster algorithm to com-
pare the number of clusters obtained through TCluster with the 5
pre-defined clusters in this category. In terms of precision of the
timeline, the number of pre-defined categories in the World Cup
category (5) is lower than the number of clusters determined by
TCluster (21)

While this DMOZ entry has only 5 categories that represent the
past four tournaments and the forthcoming one, TCluster deter-
mined 16 more clusters. Why this discrepancy? It is clear that
each World Cup document has a single event as the main theme.
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•  Query topic: Arab Spring
•  What and how did it happen?

•  A summarization with the temporal structure consisting of the list of 
daily key events

•  Example: 

•  11 Feb 2011: Egypt President Hosni Mubarak resigned
•  15 Feb 2011: protests broke out against Muammar Gaddafi’s 

regime
•  03 Mar 2011: Egypt Prime Minister Ahmed Shafik resigned

Timeline Summarization !
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Day Summaries of key 
events 

Important 
dates 

Timeline Example !
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•  Multi-document summarization [Erkan and Radev, J. Artif. Int. 
Res. 2004]

•  Use of burstiness + interest score (sum TFxIDF similarity to 
neighbor sentences) [Chieu et al., SIGIR 2004]

•  Temporal summary of landmark documents, authors, and 
topics [Sipos et al., CIKM 2012]

•  Topic relevancy + coverage + coherence + diversity based on 
word distribution [Yan et al., SIGIR 2011]

Existing Methods!
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•  Learn from expert-created timeline summaries, and optimize with 
different criteria

•  Use named entities as cues to summarize long-running news events

Entity-centric Timeline Summarization of News Events!

Germanwings 
Flight 9525 
crashed into the Alp 

Digne-les-Bain 
“accident site spread 
across 5 acres ..”, “is 
horrible” 

Germanwings 
several Germanwings 
flight cancelled after 
crew refused to fly 

Germanwings 
Flight 9525 
“detailed of victims in the 
crash of GF 4U9525 … 

Joseph-König-
Gymnasium 
“classes cancelled at JKG 
after 16 students 
confirmed to have died 

Francois Hollande 
President FH: “a tragedy 
on our soil” ….. report 
from President Francois 
Hollande conflicts with…. 

Andreas Lubitz 
“blackbox data 
analysis confirmed 
co-pilot Andreas 
Lubitz deliberately… 

Carsten Spohr 
Lufthansa CEO 
stunned that co-pilot 
crashed …. gives a 
speech about …. 

Joseph-König-
Gymnasium 
A moment of silence 
is held Thursday at 
JKG 

24 March 25 March 26 March 

[Tran et al., CIKM 2015]
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Characteristics to 
certain time points 

 

 

Relevant stories 
 

Not repetitive  
(if nothing new) 

 

Interesting to 
readers 

 

salient informative 

In-document cross-documents 

Key Entities for a News Event Timeline !

[Tran et al., CIKM 2015]
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System Framework !
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•  Entities as units summarize better complex events

•  Need a dynamic and adaptive ranking for entities

•  High-impact events can be learnt using social evidences at scale

•  But still the first step:

•  Better extraction of entities and contexts

•  More flexible adaptive learning-to-rank

•  Larger set of events

Remarks!
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Application Areas!

(1)
Web Archive Search
News Archive Search

(2)
Temporal	Analy9cs	and	

Explora9on	

(3)
Temporal	Clustering	and	

Summariza9on	

(4)
Search	the	Past	

Future	Event	Retrieval	
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Prior to 1964, many of the cigarette 
companies advertised their brand by 
falsely claiming that their product did 
not have serious health risks. A couple 
of examples would be "Play safe with 
Philip Morris" and "More doctors 
smoke Camels". Such claims were made 
both to increase the sales of their 
product and to combat the increasing 
public knowledge of smoking's negative 
health effects.

Advertisement poster from 
the 1950s

Time-aware 
contextualization 

Time-aware Contextualization!

[Tran et al., WSDM 2015]
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Physician 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physician  
 
Camel (cigarette)  
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Camel_(cigarette) 
 
Cigarette 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cigarette 

Entity linking is not sufficient

•  Wikipedia pages tend to contain large amounts of content

•  Relevant information might be distributed over various articles

•  The crucial temporal aspect is missing in pure linking approaches�

Entity Linking !
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[Tran et al., WSDM 2015]
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User

Article Query 
Formulation

Context 
Ranking

Contextualization 
units IndexContext Context 

Retrieval

Contextualization units  
Extraction

Context

Hook 
Identification

Approach Overview!
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•  People are naturally curious about the future
•  What will happen to EU economies in next 5 years?
•  What will be potential effects of climate changes?

Searching the Future !
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•  Searching the future  [Baeza-Yates SIGIR Forum 2005]

•  Extract temporal expressions from news articles
•  Retrieve future information using a probabilistic model, i.e., 

multiplying textual similarity and a time confidence

•  Supporting analysis of future-related information in news and the 
Web  [Jatowt et al., JCDL 2009]

•  Extract future mentions from news snippets obtained from 
search engines

•  Summarize and aggregate results using clustering methods, but 
no ranking

Current Works!
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Recorded Future !

http://www.recordedfuture.com/
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•  Over 32% of 2.5M documents from Yahoo! News (July’09 – July’10) 
contain at least one prediction

•  Retrieve predictions related to a news story in news archives and 
rank by relevance

Ranking News Predictions!

[Kanhabua et al.,  SIGIR 2011]
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•  Step 1: Document annotation
•  Extract temporal expressions using time 

and event recognition
•  Normalize them to dates so they can be 

anchored on a timeline
•  Output: sentences annotated with named 

entities and dates, i.e., predictions

•  Step 2: Retrieving predictions
•  Automatically generate a query from a 

news article being read
•  Retrieve predictions that match the query
•  Rank predictions by relevance (i.e., a 

prediction is “relevant” if it is about the 
topics of the article)

System Architecture !

[Kanhabua et al.,  SIGIR 2011]
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•  Hypothesis I. Predictions that are more recent to the query are 
more relevant

Temporal Similarity!
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•  Hypothesis I. Predictions that are more recent to the query are 
more relevant

•  Hypothesis II. Predictions extracted from more recent 
documents are more relevant

Temporal Similarity!
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•  Learning-to-rank: Given an unseen (q, p), p is ranked using a 
model trained over a set of labeled query/prediction

•  SVM-MAP [Yue et al., SIGIR 2007]

•  RankSVM [Joachims, KDD 2002]
•  SGD-SVM [Zhang, ICML 2004]
•  PegasosSVM [Shalev-Shwartz et al., ICML 2007]

•  PA-Perceptron [Crammer et al., J. Mach. Learn. 2006]

Ranking Method!
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•  New York Times Annotated Corpus
•  1.8 million articles, over 20 years
•  More than 25% contain at least one prediction (44,335,519 sentences, 

548,491 predictions and 939,455 future dates)

•  Results:
•  Topic features play an important role in ranking
•  Features in top-5 features with lowest weights are entity-based 

features

•  Open issues:
•  Extract predictions from other sources, e.g., Wikipedia, blogs, 

comments, etc.
•  Sentiment analysis for future-related information

Results!
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Conclusions	and	Outlooks	
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•  Part I
•  Introduction to Temporal IR
•  Temporal Indexing and Query Processing

•  Time-aware Retrieval and Ranking

•  Part II

•  Temporal Query Analysis
•  Applications of Temporal IR

Summary!
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SoBigData is… 

A Multidisciplinary European Infrastructure for Big Data and 

Social Data Mining providing an integrated ecosystem for ethically 
sensitive scientific discoveries and advanced applications of social 

data mining on various dimensions of social life, as recorded by “big data”

SoBigData: Research Infrastructure !

http://www.sobigdata.eu
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Visual	Analy9cs	 Human	Mobility	Analy9cs	Web	Analy9cs	

Text	and	Social	Media	
Mining	

Social	Network	Analysis	 Social	Data	

Natural processing language, 
m i n i n g s o c i a l m e d i a , 
in format ion ex t rac t ion , 
ontology-based semantic 
annotation 

Intersection of natural, social 
and engineering sciences to 
address the challenges that 
social data generate 

M e t h o d s f o r m o b i l i t y 
analytics, pre-processing 
tools, integration of diverse 
m o b i l i t y o b s e r v a t i o n s , 
advanced mobil i ty data 
mining 

New models and tools for 
u n d e r s t a n d i n g  u s e r 
behaviour for improving the 
users’ web experience. 

Semantics visualization and 
real-time solutions for the 
simulation, visualization and 
rendering of data 

Methods and algorithms 
covering the major research 
topics in social networks, 
c o m m u n i t y d i s c o v e r y, 
evolutionary analysis 

Next Research Topics!
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